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Dunn says
he's pleased
budget cuts
amn't deeper
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Although
Mun-ay
State
University's state appropriations won't be known until the
Kentucky Senate passes its verSion of the next budget, MSU
President Dr. Randy Dunn said
he is pleased that the House version doesn't force more cuts
than he expected.
Dunn said MSU would take a
roughl y
ek
I .4
percent cut in
W
the next academic
year
under
the
House budget
and that this
was
about
what
he
expected. He
Dunn
said that percentage isn't
reflected in the budget as written because of the inclusion of
$392,000 for the Breathitt
Veterinary
Center
in
Hopkinsville. funds for which
have traditionally. been included
in
the
Department
of
Agriculture's budget instead of
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House passes budget after lengthy floor debate
By BRUCE SCHRONER
Associated Press Writer
RANKFORT, Ky. iA131 - Tile
Kentucky. House passed a $17.5
billion two-year state budget plan
Wednesday that divided lawmakers
along mostly. party lines in a debate
focusing on its use of revenue enhancements and a jobs creation component
that would pile up more state debt.
The spending blueprint for the budget
cycle beginning July 1 features about
$2.2 billion in borrowing for a flurry of

F

projects to build schools, roads and
waterlines.
Supporters said state government
should step up to help stimulate job creation at a time of anemic job growth by
the private sector — reflected by the
state's high unemployment rate.
"It's not our responsibility to come
down and say that because people are
hurting ... we just need to hunker down
and don't do anything to change this,said Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Richmond,
predicting that ratcheting up construe-

tion projects could produce 25,000 jobs.
House Minority Floor Lcader Jeff
Hoover, a jainestown Republican, said
the proposed budget's overriding theme
wa.s the increased debt level that taxpayers would shoulder for years.
"It should make every one of us sick in
the pit of our stomach of what we're
doing for our future and our kids and
grandkids with this (debt," Hoover said.
After more than three hours of debate,
House Democrat, voted in lockstep for
the bill with one exception --- Jim

Wayne of Louisville. Republicans were
.
united against it other than Rep En,
Stewart of Flat Lick. Two GOP merk
bers didn•t vote.
The pmposal relies on budget cuts and
other steps, plus more than S3(10 milhoo
in revenue enhancements, to plug a
more than $1 billion shortfall looming
over the next budget.
The measure passed on a 65-33 vote:
It now goes to the Republiean-led
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Thursday...Mostly cloudy
with a chance of shcrwers and a
slight chance of thunderstorms.
Highs in the lower 60s. Chance
of precipitation 50 percent.
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night...Mostly
cloudy with a 30 percent chance
of showers. Lows in Me mid
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cioudy. Lows in the upper 30s.
Sunday...Partly sunny. Highs
in the mid 50s.
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TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Hue! Mayor Kerry Vasseur, center left, shakes hands with Murray-Ca
lloway County Hospital CEO Keith Bailey, center
right, following a nbbon cutting officially implementing provision of primary
care and prescnption medical services in
Hazel Wednesday morning. MCCH's Health Express mobile unit will visit the
city once per week through the spring and
surnmer bringing medical SerViCOS closer to home for residents.

Hazel, MCCH kick off Health Express project
By TOM BIERRY
Staff Writer
HAZEL, Ky. - Murray
Calloway County Hospital's
Health Express mobil:. clinic
rolled into Hazel Wednesday
morning bringing primary care
and prescription services to
residents closer to home.
During a ribbon cutting ceremony. Mayor Kerry Vasseur

and Hazel City Council members gathered rvith hospital
CEO Keith Bailey, Keith
Travis, vice president for institutional development. and
other hospital officials to officially kick-off a six-month
trial program instituted by
agreement betw.een the hospital and the city.
Vasseur thanked everyone

involved in the project for
helping to provide medical
services on-site in the city for
the very first tirne.
"Quality. health care is not
something that is everywhere
in the commonwealth to have
readily and for us to be able to
have this brought to Hazel is a
wonderful thing and we want
to thank all the people that

helped to bring this along," he
said. "We hope that this is
going to be good for the surrounding community as well."
Bailey said the effort is part
of MCCH's mission to provide
quality health care programs
that meet the needs of people.
"I :just want to say that it is

See Page 3A

By TOM BERRY
Stan Whter
A Murray. woman ac.cused of
being an accomplice to murder
is scheduled to appear in
Calloway Circuit Court Friday
tor a status hearing.
Kayla M. Workman, 21. haa,
been indicted on a complicity to
niurder charge in the death of
Murray resident Herbert Donald
Scandell. 23, shortly before
Christmas. She has pleaded
innocent to the charge.
Also charged in the crime it
Jayson Paul Workman. 31:
Jayson Workman is charged
with murder in connection to
the incident. Both were charged
after Scandell's body was found
following a car crash December
23 near Murray. Kentucky State
Police
said
they
fousid
Scandell's body in the back of a
car that drove into a creek becl.
KSP spokesinao Trooper Dem
Patterson said police found
Scandell with stab wounds to
his chest, neck and back.
Kayla W'orkman, who was
reportedly driving the vehicle;
was taken to Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in
Nashville suffering with injuries
from the accident. She was
treated for injuries and released.
Jayson Workrnan was indicted
Jan. 4 by a grand jury. He has
also pleaded innocent. Both are
lodged in Calloway County Jail.

•See Page 3A

Mickey Mouse, others
to visit RSEC Friday
By KYSER LOUGH
way to Walt Disney World or
Staff Writer
DisneyLand."
ickey Mouse is haring
Bouthillette said the premise
, a party, and it starts at of the show revolves around a
the Regional Special musical party that Niickey
Events Center tomorrow.
Mouse wants to throw for his
Mickey, along with other friends. After enlisting the
notable Disney characters, postmaster to deliver party
will bring Playhouse Disney invitations, the invited guests
Live! to the stage at RSEC for then seek out music to bring to
two shows Friday. March 12.
the party. Leo and the rest of
"It's a great show for kids, the Little Einsteins travel the
especially when it's their first world to find music while
experience to see live theater." Handy Manny. Tigger and
said Nick Bouthillette. who Pooh all work to find their
portrays Leo Einstein in the own music to bring to the
show, in a phone interview party. Bouthillette said the
earlier this week. -They also finale is his favorite part ot the
get to see the characters from show.
the show brought to life on the
stage without going all the III See Page 3A

M

Photo provided
Members of the cast of Playhouse Disney Live! will be bringing two shows to
the Regional
Special Events Center Friday. The show revolves around a music party that Mickey
Mouse
invites his friends to The Little Einsteins, Handy Manny and Tigger and Pooh all set
out to find
the perfect music for the party.
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III Playhouse Disney to visit RSEC...
From

Spring Into the Arts

Front

"At they end. they all throw a
big party with the music they
brought.** he said. "It's like
every single character is on
stage dancing. We•re having fun
and the kids iur having fun."
The show will feature audience
participation,
and
Bouthillette said they will even
select two children to come up
on stage and do a hot dog dance
with the cast.
Joe Santiago, RSEC facility
manager, said the show was
originally just scheduled for
3:30 p.m. on Fnday, but had
enough demand that Disney
added a second show at 6:30

p.m.
"For the kids who watch
Playhouse Disney in the morning, it's a great compilation of
all the (television) shows,"
Santiago said. "Disney puts on

such a great. quality show for
the family."
For more information on the
show,
visit
www.PlayhouseDisneyLive.co
m.

•Budget ...
From Front
Senate. whiLh will put its imprint on the plan.
Under the House-passed plan. public universities and colleges would take a I 1/2 percent
spending cut in the first year and a I percent
reduction in the second year.
The basic funding formula for public elementary and secondary schtsols was spared, but the
proposal would cut two instructional days for
those schools in a move projected to save about
$36 million each year. School districts could preserve the days but would pick up the tab.
The plan calls for increased use of parole for
certain nonviolent offenders. with a goal of
decreasing the state's prison population by 1,000.
The projected savings is about $15 million. The
measure calls for use of home incarceration as
among the alternatives.
State employees would go without pay raises.
The plan would revise state health insurance
offerings to save a projected $150 million in the
two years. It calls for reductions in government
contracts and non-merit positions across state
government.
Also included was extra funding for adult and
family protection services, mu,:h of which would
go to improve safety for socia; workers.
Social workers have called on lawmakers to
fully fund the "Boni Bill," which passed following the murder of social worker Boni Frederick
during a welfare check in 2006.
The House spending plan relies on a package of
revenue mhancements aimed at generating an
extra $371 million in the coming two years to
help balance the next budget.
The proposed tax changes include temporarily:
suspending tax write-offs for businesses reporting
losses and accelerating collection of sales taxes. It
would not raise tax rates.
Opponents said the suspension of the tax writeoff amounted to a tax increase. The bill's support-

ers said businesses could still eventually claim
those losses for tax purposes.
Republican Rep. Brad Montell of Shelbyville
said the plan relies on too much spending, taxing
and borrowing.
"In these times, we need a budget that is prudent
— very little borrowing, very few general fund
projects, living within our means, finding efficiencies in government and no new taxes,"
Montell said. "T'hat's what our people expect, and
that's what we should deliver."
Rep. Keith Hall, D-Phelps, said he was willing
to stake his political future on the bill.
He said it seeks to preserve Medicaid programs
while bringing construction jobs to districts like
his in eastern Kentucky. Medicaid is the state-federal health insurance program that covers about
790,000 low-incorne and disabled Kentuckians.
"I didn't come to Frankfort to lay off people. ...
I didn't come to Frankfort to cut people off
Medicaid. I came here to help," Hall said.
The bill's supporters pointed to a state report
last week showing that Kentucky's annual unemployment rate for 2009 jumped to a 26-year high
of 10.5 percent.
Republicans complained that GOP-held districts were left off the list of school construction
projects, which they said was punishment for
their opposition to the revenue enhancements.
The proposal seeks to replace some of the state's
oldest school buildings.
In another development, the state budget office
said Wednesday that Kentucky's general fund
receipts dropped 0.6 percent in February compared with the previous year.
It said total revenues for the month were $525
rnillion — $3.4 million less than state government
took in during the same month in 2009.
Receipts have now fallen 4 percent for the first
eight months of the fiscal year, it said.

Coroner: Teen's death
apparently natural

Janet Miller

Stan Webb

CALVERT CITY, Ky. (AP)
— A 15-year-old girl who collapsed during volleyball practice in western Kentucky apparently had a natural death.
Marshall County Deputy
Coroner Barry D. Taylor says
autopsy findings in the death of
Courtney Noel Koehler showed
no evidence of trauma. The
results aren't complete.
Sheriff's department officials
say Koehler was at practice
Tuesday aftemoon in Calvert
City when she was stricken and
was taken by ambulance to a
hospital where she was pronounced dead.

Miller, Webb, others
Dunn...
to perform at WKCTC III
From Front
STAFF REPORT
Forester Sisters, the Osmond
Janet Miller of Murray, coor- Brothers, Sylvia, Michael
dinator of' the West Kentucky Johnson, Kippi
Brannon, Pam
chapter of the Nashville'
Tillis and many others.
Songwriters
Association
As a result of the success of
International. will perform during the Backstage Pass series "I'm From The Country," Webb
Saturday, March 13, at 7:30 p.m. was presented with the 1998
in Clemens Fine Art Center on SESAC "Country Song of the
the campus of West Kentucky Year" award. That honor helped
Community and Technical him to follow up with another
College in Paducah.
Tracy Byrd recording titled
According to a spokesperson "Sununertime Fever."
for WKCTC. members of the
In 2003 he became only the
West Kentucky chapter will be third person
in 75 years to be the
joined by professional songwritrecipient of SESAC's prestiers Stan Webb, who will kick off
gious Legacy Award. SESAC is
the show, and Mike Moore for
a
performing rights organization
an exciting night of original
that represents songwriters and
music.
WKCTC says featured writ- publishers and their "right to be
ers from the local chapter will compensated" when their works
include Miller, Bob Cain, Joe are performed in public.
Hansen, Justin Hatcher and
The Backstage Pass series
Laurie Whitnell. Others sched- allows residents to "experience
uled to perforrn include Michael the talent of regional songwritWade, Fost Daniel and Nick ers and
acoustic musicians in an
Hall.
intimate and casual coffee house
Among Webb's most noted
works is the song "I'm From setting on the WKCTC stage."
Admission is $6 at the door.
The Country," which was
recorded by Tracy Byrd. Desserts and beverages are
However, he has also had songs available, it was reported.
For more inforniation call
recorded by such prominent
artists as Marie Osmond, T.G. (270) 534-3212, or visit
Sheppard, Terri Gibbs. the www.artsinfocus.org.

MSU's.
Dunn said the House's biennium budget calls for a 1.4 percent cut in fiscal year 20102011 and another 1 percent in
2011-2012. He said he wasn't
too disappointed considering
the economic challenges the
state is facing and that he was
also heartened by the fact that
the 2011-2012 budget doesn't
rely on any federal stimulus
money for higher education.
This means university officials
won't have to wait and see what
the federal govemment decides
to do, he said.
The university will now wait
for the Senate to complete its
budget and for the Conference
Committee to reconcile the two
budgets. Dunn said. He said he
thought he would have a better
idea of what to expect before
April.
"I don't know when the
Senate vetsion will be done, but
all the heavy lifting should be
done before the end of the
month." he said.
For Rest Results
Place Your Ad
YVith
Call 7S3

1916

Murray Elementary SLhool students and
Arts and Humanities teachers will celebrate
the arts with a program,"Spring Into the
Arts" on Friday, March 12. Each prograrn will
include music, dance, drama and visual art.
Beginning at 8 a.m., the P4 classes will perform, P3 at 9 a.m., PI/P2(Brown,
Cunningham, Dickerson. Lawson and Russell)
at 10 a.m. arid P I/P2 (Chiles, Gilliam,
Munsey, Newsome and Perry) at noon,
according to .,anet S. Caldwell, MES principal
The cotnmunity is also invited to "Spring
Swing" sponsored by the MES PTO. The
doors will open at 5:30 p.m. This family festival will include games, food, inflatables and
much more. Games will conclude at 7 p.m.
and the winners of baskets will be announced
in the gym.
At the front entrance the school will be
collecting cans for its Relay for Life team Crushing Cans for a Cure project. Aluminum
cans can be dropped off at the front entrance
before entering to play the games and enjoy
the festivities. Cans should be in a trash bag.
Pictured are some of the baskets that will be
given away that night.

IN Health Express ...
From Front
great to have a project like this
where we are able to bring
health care to areas around our
county and our region. It might
not be as convenient to come to
the hospital or come to a doctor's office so this is a great way
to do that," Bailey said.
Also taking part in the ceremony was Judge-Executive
Larry Elkins, Lance Allison,
director of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce. and others.
Travis said before the ribboncutting that an attending nurse
practitioner had already seen the
very first patient.
The mobile unit has previously visited Hazel offering health
screenings, but not primary care
and prescription services. If the
project is successful, which will
depend on how many Hazel and
area residents utilize the service,
Travis said a similar outreach
may be in the works for other
communities across Calloway
County.
Patient records are kept on
Murray Medical Associates'
electronic medical record system. Clinic equipment relays
patient prescriptions electroni-

Lally to the patient's preferred
pharrnacy. The fee structure is
the same as Murray Medical
Associates and most insurance
plans are accepted. There are no
extra fees for the mobile service, according to hospital officials.
The clinic will make weekly
stops through the spring and
most of the summer through
August on Wednesdays from 9
a.m. until 4 p.m. at the intersection of U.S. 641 and Dees Street
in
downtown
Hazel.
Appointments may be made by
calling 753-0704. Walk-in visits
are also welcomed. For more
information, contact MCCH
marketing department at 7621381 or 762-1382.

II Appearance ...
From Front
layson Workman is being held
on a $500,000 bond. Kayla
Workman is held on a S100,000
bond.
The court's docket is subject
to change.

Sheriffs Office reports
meth-related charges
Staff Report
Deputies of the Calloway.
County Sheriffs Office and:
officers with the Pennyrile:
Narcotics Task Force executed:
a search warrant Tuesday at a:
residence located at 216:
Saddlebrook Lane in Almo.
Officers reported seizing:
items used in the manufacture:
of methamphetamine. drugs:
and
drug
paraphernalia.:
According to the CCSO,
Timothy Evans, no age listed,:
was arrested and charged with
manufacturing methamphetamine, possession of methamphetamine, possession of anhydrous ammonia with intent to
manufacture
methamphetamine. possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphemalia.
A female in the residence was
arrested on unrelated warrants,
it was reported. Execution of
the search warrant was the
result of an investigation conducted by the agencies acting
on information from the local
community.
Calloway County Sheriff Bill
Marcum urges all citizens to
report any suspected illegal
activity to the Sheriff's Office
by calling 753-3151, or by
email at tips@callkyso.com.

Kopperud Realty's
Open_ ilo-uses
Sabacit4 Mach 13, 2010
2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

190 North Drive
WONDERFUL HOME! TM,4 bedroom, 3 bath home features hardwood floors, granite countenops. and a large
downstairs master suite. The upstairs was recently added to
provide additional living area and includes a fourth bedroom, office. full bathroom and large bonus room. Priced at
$249.900. MLS #54527

Sunday, 771.aitrh 14, 2010
2:00 - 4:00 p.m.

102 Saratoga Drive North
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY AND EXTRA AMENITIES
IN THIS CUSTOM BUILT HOME' This 4 bedroom. 3 5
bath home features granite countertops, tile floors, vaulted
tray ceilings. top of the line appliances, 4 built-in flat screen -s
TV's with surround sound. beautifully appointed fixtures.
lack Wallis front door. solid wood doors. and a central vacuum. A detached garage offers 2 additional parking space,.
plus room fot a future apanment or study. Priced
$475.000 MLS #5-1

118 Stonecrest Drive
CFSB will he Finn iding refreshmenly and

Berry Darnell will he there from the hank to
assist wak any mortgage loan informatiive needed
BEAUTIFUL 1.5 STORY HOME WITH A STRIKING
ENTRANCE! This home is light, open, very clean, and is
truly a move-in ready home. Features include all new carpet. large master suite with whirlpool tub and double vanity., loft room with a window (could be used as a 4th bedroom
or office), fenced backyard, 2 car attached garage, 2 car
detached garage. plus a I car detached garage. & large storage building Pnced at SI79,900. MLS #51964

1519 Oxford DriNe
Canterbury Sidwliristrin

NEW UPDATED KITCHEN! Pride of ownership is evident
in this 4 bedroom. 3 bath home featuring a spacious family
MOM with a central fireplace The kitchen has Just received
an update with new cabinets. countertops. and tloonng. The
kitchen opens into a window laned breakfast nook, also with
new flooring. Pnced at S177.000 MLS *47192

133 Rippling Creek Drive
NEW CONSTRUCTION IN SARATOGA SPRINGS
This 4 bedroom, 2.5 bath home features hardwood and
travertine floors, granite countertops, deep moldings. custom woodwork and tray. vaulted and cathedral ceilings. The
floor plan include; a keeping room. formal dming room.
great room, an elaborate master suite and a powder room on
the main level. Three spacious bedrooms and a bath complete the upper level. Pnced at S279.900. MLS #4758 I

100 Jameswood Drive
CUSTOM-BUILT HOME IN IMMACULATE CONDITION' Luxunous 4 bedroom. 3.5 bath home in Crossfield
Estates. Open floor plan with large kitchen. lots of natural
light, formal dining. cozy breakfast room that opens onto
patio, and an abundance of storage. Upstairs features extra
bedrooms and bonus room. Bonus room could be 5th bedroom. Floored attic with permanent stairs could be finished
for additional living space. Priced at $399.900
MLS #52063
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':What's better than
the gift of books

201(
Funi

—

(1,4/5 Hofe FoR A

GooD TuRNouT
AND

TH5N A
A few years ago, Raymond of
our
Danowski gave a gift to Emory church and
QUICK PULL,ouT
University.
dear friends.
-' •
A gift of books.
They are
•
Not a book, mind you. but a family that
books. Sixty thousand of them! we admire
The New York Times repon- and chensh.
'
'ed in a September 29, 2004 They
also
article that as a disgruntled share a love
teenager growing up in the of
books.
Bronx, Danowski worked after Ruth
Ann
school shelving books in the sent the fol- Horne and
Away
Burgess-Carpenter Library at lowing, and
By James
Columbia University.
WrOte tO US
Duane Bolin
,
It was there that he learned that "I found
Ledger & Times
lirt, to love and cherish books.
something in
Columnist
"The corridors were lined a book today
with books," he said, "and 1 thought you might enjoy
with
there were reacting rooms with me."
large tables, and windows lookThe poem is titled "In Praise
ing out on trees."
of Books." written by Al-Jahiz,
Along with other student born in Basra in 776 and
recworkers, Danowski remetnbered ognized as a leading
literary
that "we'd push carts around and intellectual figure
of that
and then we'd disappear and time and place:
start
reading
. I'd read for an
•
"A book is a garden you
hour and then get caught, and can hold in your hand,
go back to shelving, and then
An orchard you can take on
find another place and read." your lap.
"It was the first time, he said,
A book is a companion who
• that he understood books to sleeps
' be a sanctuary." "It was like
only when you are asleep
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Spring's sprung when dairy dip opens

Senate moves on ethics, education and drugs
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Obituaries
,Mrs. Mary Josephine Walker

Mrs Mai!, Josephine W,arker. 58. Murray, died
Tuesday, March 9,
2010, at Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

ayledger.com
-

William (Bill) Rogers

The funeral tot William D.(Bill) Rogers will be
Saturday at 11
: a.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Bro. Brad Bums
will officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Fnday. Online
condolences may be made at www.imesrniller.com.
Mr. Rogers, 66, Murray, died Tuesday. March
9, 2010, at
Vanderbilt Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
He was a retired school principal and superint
endent with 32
years of service in Wisconsin and Alaska. Precedi
ng him in death
were one daughter, Laura; his parents, Harry and
Anne Rogers; and
one brother. Robert.
Survivors include his wife. Ruth Rogers; three
sons, Will and
wife, Teresa, Augusta, Ga., Peter and wife, Meredit
h, St.
Minn., and Jason, Fairbanks, Alaska; two sisters, Cloud.
Mary,
. Minneapolis, Minn., and Carole and husband
Kerm,Ladysmith, WI;
four brothers, John and wife, Jenni, Ladysmith, Wis.,
Dale and wife,
Kathy. Sheldon. Wis., Jim, Madison. Wis., and Michael
, Oroville,
Calif.; five grandchildren, Katie, Ashley and William
, Augusta, Ga.,
and Dawson and Bryn, St. Cloud. Minn.; several
nieces and
nephews.

Charles A. Roberts
Charles A. Roberts, 81, Mayfield, died Tuesday, March
9, 2010,
at 1:50 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah
.
A retired employee of Old Hickory Clay Co.. he
was a member and deacon of First Baptist Church,
staate5-7--- Mayfield. He was a former member of Rotary Club in
+5.5.5•0•
=
8
, Dresden, Tenn., and was a veteran of the
United
States Army. Preceding him in death were his par. ents, Fred and Lois Taylor Roberts. one sister, Virginia
Roberts, one
grandchild. Michell Pugh, and one great-grandchild, Zoe
Newsome.
f„,
;: Survivors include his wife, Betty Roberts; three
sons, David
• Roberts and wife. L,ori, Nturray, Randy Roberts
and wife, Jennifer,
: Mayfield, and Don Roberts and wife, Belinda, Wingo;
three (laugh. ters, Elaine Seymour and husband, Jerome, Martin,
Tenn., Sandra
= Pugh and husband, Alan, Milan. Tenn., and Sheila Cianfara
ni and
husband, John, Dresden, Tenn.; one brother, Wilbur
Rogers.
Marietta, Ga.; one sister, Jewell McAllister and husband
, Richard,
Milledgeville, Ga.; 12 grandchildren; 10 great-grandchild
ren.
The funeral will be Frtday at I 1 a.m. in the chapel
of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Scott Wilkins will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joshua, Matthew, Michael and
C.J. Roberts,
• Jerome Seymour, Aaron Fisher, Alan Pugh and Michael
Newsome,
active, arid John Roberts, honorary. Burial will follow
in the
Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield. Visitation will be at
the funeral
home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
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Mrs. Mary E Btiggs
Mrs. Mary F. Briggs, 77. Dover. Tenn., died Sunday, March 7.
• 2010, at Manor House of Dover.
Bom March 26, 1932, in Wichita Falls, Texas, she was
the
• daughter of the late Joseph and Tressa Amster. Also precedi
ng her in
death were one daughter. Barbara Buckey, and one brother. A
home': maker, she was a member of the Order of the Eastern
Star and
-• attended Walnut Grove Baptist Church.
Survivors include her husband, Charlie Briggs; two daughte
rs.
Vesta Beagles and Dot Sykes, both of Dover; caregiver,
Sondra
• Cherry; three grandchildren; three great-grandchildren.
An Eastem Star service will be Saturday at 11 a.m. and a memo. rial service will follow at Walnut Grove Baptist Church, Dover.
Tenn.. with Richard Conley officiating. Burial will follow
in the
Wofford Cemetery, Dover. Visitation will be at the church from
10
to 11 a.m. Saturday. Anglin Funeral Home, Inc., of Dover,
is in
charge of arrangements.
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William Brian Bohne
Visitation tor William Bnan Bohne will be today (Thursd
ay)
from 5 to 8 p.m. at Heritage Family Funeral Home. No service
is
scheduled. Online condolences may be made at www.imesmiller
co.
Mr. Bohne, 27. Murray, died Tuesday, March 9, 2010, at his
residence. His death followed an extended illness.
Survivors include his wife, Patty Bohne; two sons, William
Garrett Bohne and Peyton Darnell Bohne, and one daughter, Alyssa
Elaine Bohne, all of Murray; his father. William Bohne and
wife,
Sherry. Charleston, S.C.; his mother, Marsha Homback and
husband. Robert, Elizabethtown; his father-in-law, Richard Barnett,
South Fulton, Tenn.; one brother. Bruce Darnell Bohne and wife.
Paula, Shaw Air Force Base, Sumter, S.C.; one stepbrother, William
Lawrence, Shepherdsville; one stepsister, Pennie Homback,
Elizabethtown; one niece, Brianna Bohne, and one nephew, Caleb
Bolme, both of Shaw AFB, Sumter, S.C.
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WASHINGTON(AP)-The
number of newly laid-off workers requesting unemployment
benefits slipped last week. the
latest sign the employment picture is slowly brightening.
The Labor Department said
initial jobless claims fell by
6,000 to a seasonally adjusted
462,000. That's close to Wall
Street analysts' estimates of
460,000, according to Thomson
Reuters, and the second straight
drop.
Still, the four-week average
of claims, which smooths
volatility, rose to 475,500,
reflecting a sharp increase in
claims last month.
The four-week average has
risen by about 25,000 since the
beginning of the year, after
falling for most of last year. The
increase has raised concerns
among economists that layoffs

ihursdav. March IL 2010• SA

GOP lawmakers pressed to give up earmarks

W.ASHINGTON tAP) House GOP leaders are pushing
rank-and-file Republicans to
break their addiction to pet projects by going cold turkey and
giving up the long-cherished
practice of directing federal dollars to their home districts.
The move is an election-year
appeal to voters frustrated with
Washington's
free-spending
ways arid seeks to trump new
reforms announced earlier
Wednesday by Democratic leaders.
Democrats announced they
would ban the much-criticized
practice of using annual spending bills to direct pet projects to
companies that often retum the
favor with campaign contributions. Democratic leaders considered -and dismissed - the
idea of a complete earmark ban.
The competing maneuvers
come as both parties are seeking
every possible advantage heading into midterm elections in
which Republicans stand to
make major gains and possibly
retake control of the House.
Earmarks are but one reason
Congress suffers from abysmal

approval raungs, however, and
lawmakers in both parties
engage in the practice.
"The time has come for
House Republicans to adopt an
immediate, unilateral moratonum on all earmarks." said
Minority Leader John Boehner
of Ohio and nine other GOP
leaders in a joint statement
Wednesday everting.
In the Senate, however, the
old guard in both parties was
having none of it.
"1 don't believe this policy or
ceding authority to the executive
branch on any spending decision
is in the best interests of the
Congress or the Amencan people," Inouye said.
Earlier Wednesday, Rep.
David Obey, D-Wis., chairrnan
of the Appropriations panel, told
reporters that he hopes the ban
on eamiarks to companies that
make profits will mean 1,000
fewer earmarks and break the
linkage between campaign contributions and earmarks that has
sparked criticism and resulted in
ethics probes of several lawmakers.
The election-year moves in

the House come atter the ethics
committee investigated seven
members of a Pentagon spending panel for rewarding earmarks to companies whose
executives and hired lobbyists
showered them with campaign
cash. The panel found no linkage and absolved die lawmakers.
But the move brought strong
opposition
from
Senate
Appropriations panel chair
Inouye. D-Hawaii, a long-standing defender of earmarking. He
issued a tartly worded response
defending the current system
and calling Obey's move
"quizzical."
"Congress cannot ignore its
constitutional responsibilities to
approve the allocation of federal
funds," said GOP Sen. Thad
Cochran of Mississippi, one of
Congress' most aggressive practitioners of earmarking.
House Republicans will vote
among themselves today on
whether to give up earmarks.
The subject of earmarks has
over the years brought criticism
of Congress that's often generated by earmarks such as the $200

million-plus
"Bridge
to
Nowhere" in Alaska, a proposed
but later abandoned bridge connecting the city of Ketchikan to
an Island with about 50 residents
and an airport.
Among congressional watchdogs the more odious element
has been the pay-to-play culture
in which campaign cash flows
from earmark beneficiaries into
the coffers of lawmakers.
"For-profit earmarks are really where the rubber meets the
road as far as corruption," said
Steve Ellis of Taxpayers for
Common Sense, a Washingtonbased watchdog group chat has
been critical of earmarking.
The most commonly accepted definition of an earmark is a
specific project that's not
requested by the president but
inserted into one of the annuai
spending bills by a member of
Congress. They come in countless varieties, like grants to
police departments, improvements to military bases, renovations to historic buildings and
research grants for home-district
colleges.

ansas City closes 29 schools to save money

KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP)
- Facing potential bankruptcy,
the board that govems the once
flush-with-cash Kansas City
school district is taking the
unusual and contentious step of
shuttering almost half its
schools.
Administrators say the closures are necessary to keep the
district from plowmg through
what little is left of the $2 billion
it received as part of a groundbreaking desegregation case.
The Kansas City school
board narrowly approved the
plan to close 29 out of 61
schools Wednesday night at a
meeting packed with angry parents. The schools will close
before the fall.
Although other districts
nationwide are considering closures as the recession ravages
their budgets, Kansas City's
plan is striking.
In rapidly shrinking Detroit,
29 schools closed before classes
began this fall, but that still left
the district with 172 schools.
Most other districts are closing
just one or two schools.
Emotional board member

Duane Kelly told the crowd of
more
than
200
people
Wednesday night,
"This is the most painful
vote I have ever cast" in 10
years on the board. Some chanted for the removal of the superintendent. while one woman
asked the crowd,"Is anyone else
ready to homeschool their children?"
Kansas City Councilwoman
Sharon Sanders Brooks said the
closure plan had prompted some
housing developers to consider
backing out of projects.
"The urban core has suffered
white flight post-the 1954 U.S.
Supreme Court decision Brown
v. the Board of Education,
blockbusting by the real estate
industry, redlining by banks and
other financial institutions, retail
and grocery store abandonment," Brooks said to applause
from the standing-room-only
crowd.
"And now the public education system is aiding and abetting in the economic demise of
our school district," she said. "It
is shiuneful and sinful."
Under the approved plan,

teachers at six other low-performing schools will be required
to reapply for their jobs, and the
district will try to sell its downtown central office.
It also is expected to cut
about 700 of the district's 3,000
jobs, including about 285 teachers.
District officials face dozens
of issues as they begin the massive job of downsizing the district - reworking school bus
routes, figuring out what to do
with vacant buildings and slashing its payroll.
Superintendent
John
Covington has spent the past
month making the case to sometimes angry groups of parents
and students that the closures are
necessary.
Once the district had enough
desegregation money to build
such amenities as an Olympicsized swinuning pool.
But the effort to use upscale
facilities and prognuns to lure in
students from the suburbs never
worked quite as planned.
Covington has stressed that
the district's buildings are only
half-full as its population has

plummeted amid
political
squabbling and chronically
abysmal test scores. The district's enrollment of fewer than
18,000 students is about half of
what the schools had a decade
ago and just a quarter of its peak
in the late 1960s.
Mariy students have left for
publicly funded charter schools,
private and parochial schools
and the suburbs.
The school district also isn't
the only one serving students in
Kansas City; several smaller
ones operate in the city's boundaries.
Covington has blamed previous administrations for failing to
close schools as the enrollment
- and the money. that comes
with it - shrank. Past school
closure plans were either scaled
back or scrapped entirely.
Administrators warned that
without the cuts, the district
would have been in the red by
2011.
"None of us liked voting for
this," board member and former
desegregation attorney Arthur
Benson said, "but it was neces-

Final agreement nearly in hand on health reform

WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senate Majority Leader Harry
final agreement nearly in hand. Reid, D-Nev., and other
key
President Barack Obama and officials.
Democratic leaders are about to
Some unanswered questions
embark on one last sales job that remain. Pelosi said, "but
we're
will determine the outcome of hoping that we'll get
those
the president's signature health answered over the course
of the
care overhaul.
reading. It's not much."
It will come down to a phe"I'rn very pleased about
nomenal effort by congressional where we are." she said.
leaders and the White House to
Obama
metnbers of
win over skittish lawmakers the Congressional Black Caucus
after a year of incendiary debate. and the Congressional Hispani
c
even as Obama keeps up cam- Caucus to meet with
him
paign-style
appearances 'Thursday at the White House to
designed to fire up public sup- discuss the health legislation.
Port
The White House also said
A closed-door meeting in Obama would travel to northHouse Speaker Nancy Pelosi's eastern Ohio on Monday for
an
office Wednesday: evening appearance near the hometo
wn
moved congressional leaders of an uninsured cancer patient
and administration officials named Natoma Canfield, whom
close to agreement on such the president has made a symbol
issues as additional subsidies to of the need for reform.
help lower-income families purIt will be Obama's third event
chase health insurance and more on health care in a week.
In St.
aid for states under the Medicaid Charles, Mo., on Wednes
day
program
for
low-income Obama shouted to a crowd:
Americans.
"The time for talk is over. It's
Democrats still need to see a time to vote."
final cost estimate from the
At stake is the fate of
Congressional Budget Office - Obama's call to expand health
and want to ensure it stays care to some 30 million people
around $950 billion over 10 who lack insurance and to proyears- but they made plans to hibit insurance comparty pracbegin to read the bill to rank- tices such as denial of coverag
e
and-file Democrats at a caucus on the basis of pre-existing medmeeting Thursday.
ical conditions.
"We're going to get started,"
Almost every American
Pelosi, D-Calif., said after her would be affected by the legislameeting with White House tion, which would change the
Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel. ways people receive and pay for

haven't slowed as much as
hoped.
But February's employment
report, released by the Labor
Department last week. restored
some optimism. The unemployment rate was unchanged at 9.7
percent, the same as January,
and employers cut 36,000 jobs.
Excluding the impact of the
snowstorms that hit the East
Coast last month, the report likely would have shown job gains,
economists said, for only the
second time since the Great
Recession began in December
2007. The unemployment rate
hasn't increased since October.
Initial claims are considered
a gauge of the pace of layoffs
and an indication of companies'
willingness to hire new workers.
In late December. claims fell
to 434,000, their lowest level
NEW YORK(AP)- A New
since July 2008.
York City federal judge who
found it unconstitutional that the
government tried to cut funding
to the activist group ACORN
has ordered the government to
WASHINGTON (AP) - 1954.
make it clear the funding isn't
U.S. highway deaths have fallen
Safety experts attribute the blocked.
to their lowest levels since the reductions to increased seat belt
Brooklyn
Judge
Nina
1950s.
use, less drunken driving and Gershon on Wednesday rejected
Transportation morc enforcement of traffic a govertunent request to
The
reconDepartment said Thursday that laws. Others point to the slug- sider last year's ruling
declaring
its projections show traffic gish economy. which leads the cutoff of funding unconsti
tudeaths declined nearly 9 percent fewer people to drive.
tional. She also ordered the govin 2009 to fewer than 34,0(X).
Highway
deaths
have emment to notify all federal
That's the lowest level since dropped steadily since 2005.
agencies that provisions passed

Highway deaths decline

/ NATIONAL

Fed.judge orders end to
sanctions against ACORN
by Congress to block funding
have been declared unconstitutional.
The judge says ACORN was
punished by Congress without
the enactment of administrative
processes to decide if money
had been handled inappropriately.
ACORN is the Association of
Conununity Organizations for
Reform Now. It's an advocate
for low-income and minority
home buyers and residents.
The governrnent says it will
review the judge's ruling.

health care. from the most routine checkup to the most expensive, lifesaving treatment.
House and Senate Democrats
are working on a complex rescue mission for the health care
legislation. which appeared on
the cusp of passage late last year
berore Senate Republicans
gained the strength to sustain a
filibuster that could prevent
final passage.
The White House is pushing
for a vote by the House before
Obama leaves on a foreign trip
at the end of next week.
The current plan is for the
House to approve the Senatepassed bill from late last year,
despite serious objections to
numerous provisions. Both
houses then would pass a second
bill
immediately.
making

changes in the first measure
before both could take effect.
The second bill would be
debated under rules that bar a
filibuster, meaning it could clear
by majonty vote in the Senate
without Democrats needing the
60-vote supermajority now
beyond their reach.
Republicans have vowed to
do everything they can to thwart
the plan, and for the Democrats.
some policy questions remain
unsettled.
Obama already has moved to
eliminate a couple of special
deals in the Senate bill that
turned off voters when they
became public. including extra
Medicaid funding for Nebraska
- derided by critics as the
"Cornhusker kickback."

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
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Pet Vet Services and Pet
ID Clinic will be Saturda)

beddiny

Murray State ni,ersity 's 4nimal Health
Technology/Pre-Veterinary Club and the
Humane Society of Calloway County will host
Animid Health Technology and Pet 11) Hay on
Saturday from N a.m. to 4 p.m. at Carman
Pavilion. College Farm Road, across from
Calloway County High Schix.11.
MS( Ala and pre-vet students will give
fret physical exams to dogs and cats, nail trim
and ear clean for $4, fecal test for $8, heartworm test for $14, feline leukemia test for
Jo's
SIN,
bath. nails and ear, for $10, "the works
Datebook for Dogs"
is $29 and cats $33. The Humane
jo Burkeen
Society will microchip dogs for $10 and make
Communir‘,.
custom pet ID tags on site for V. Pleitse bring
Editor
your dog on a leash and your cat in carrier.
For more information call 7594884.

I,aker Baseball team plans events
Callo

way County High School Laker Baseball tem
will open its
season Saturday with Meet The Laker
s and a scnnunage with
Christian County. Events will begin at 11 a.m.
with full concessions
and Laker merchandise available for
sale. The game will begin at
noon The public is urged to attend and
support Coach Zach Hobbs
and the Laker Baseball team at the CCHS
field.

Sappington and Allen
Lrin Michelle Sappington and Christ
opher Grant Allen announce
their engagement and approaching marria
ge.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Shelia and Kelvin Plemons and
Michael and Karen Sappington. all of
Belleville, Ill. She is the
granddaughter of the late Lynne Sappi
ngton and Tempa and Fred
Reed.
The groom-elect is the son of Vickie and
Barry Hemdon and Brent
and Beverly Allen, all of Murray. He is
the grandson of W.A. and
Hazel Cunningham and Susie Allen.
Miss Sappington graduated Cum Laude
in 2009 with a degree in
Secondary English Education from Muna
y State Uttiversity. She is
currently employed with the Trigg Count
y School district in Cadiz.
Mr. Allen graduated Cum Laude in 2009
with a degree in Political
Science. He will complete his Master of
Business Administration at
Murray State University in 2010. He
will be attending Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale for his
Juris Doctorate.
The wedding and reccption will be Sunda
y, May 30, 2010, at the
Randall Gallery in St. Louis, Mo. Invita
tions will be sent. A local
reception will be held Saturday, June 26,
at the Oaks Country Club,
Murray.

Modelers Club will meet Saturday
The

Murray Remote Control Modelers Club will
meet Saturday
at 9:30 a.m. in the conference room of
Kyle-Oakley Field for their
regular meeting. Any persons interested in
radio control flying of
model aircraft are invited to attend.

Soccer tryouts planned Saturday

Mr. and Mrs. Mikael Andrew Farris
Amanda Jordan Benge and Mikael Andre
w Farris were married
Saturday, Dec. 12, 2009, at the Little Log
Chapel in Gatlinburg,
Tenn.
The bride is the daughter of Jeff and Rayna
Benge of Somerset.
'The groom is the son of Hillis and Kathi
Farris of Hazel.
Mr. Farris is a Murray State University gradua
te with a bachelor
of science degree received in 2003 and his
master's degree in
December 2004.
'The couple is residing in San Antonio.
Texas. where he is
employed as a Loss Control Manager.

Local student named semifinalist for Geog

Alex Thonie, fifth grader of
Marshall/Calloway
County
Home Educators, and son of Ed
and Angie Thome of Murray,
has been notified
by the
National Geographic Society
that he is one of the semifinalists
eligible to compete in the 201 0
Kentucky Geographic Bee.
sponsored by Google and Plum
Creek.
Bees were held in schools
with fourth through eighth grade
students throughout the state to
determine
each
school's
Geographic Bee winner. Schoollevel winners then took a qualifying test, which they submitted

to the National Geographic
Society.
In each of the 50 states, as
well as the District of Columbia,
the Department of Defense
Dependents Schools, and the
U.S. territories, the National
Geographic Society invited the
students with the top 100 scores
to compete at the state level.
The
2010
Kentucky
Geographic Bee will be held at
the Knicely Econornic Center in
Bowling Green on Fnday, Apnl
9, 2010.
The state winner will receive
$100, the "National Geographic

raphic Bee

Collegiate Atlas of the World,"
and a trip to Washington. D.C.,
where he/she will represent
Kentucky in the national finals
at the National Geographic
Society headquarters, May 2526, 2010.
The first-place national winner will receive a $25,000 college scholarship, lifetime membership in the Society.
The national winner will also
travel (along with one parent or
guardian), all expenses paid, to
the Galapagos Islands. The wtnner will expenence geography
firsthand through up-close
encounters with the wildlife and

landscape of Galapagos. Travel
for the trip is provided by
Lindblad
Expeditions and
National Geographic.
A teacher from the school
district of the national winner
will receive a trip to attend the
Google Geo Teacher Institute in
July 2010, where he/she will
gets hands-on expenence with
Google's resources and learn
about innovative instructional ,
strategies.
For information on the
National Geographic Bee visit
www.nationalgeographic.comlgeographicbee

Cuba-Pilot Oak School Alumni plans dinner
The 6Ist annual Cuba-Pilot
Oak Alumni dinner will be
Fnday, April 2, 2010 at 6:30
p.m. at Cuba Elementary
School. The Cuba High School

Class of 1960 will be the "honored" 50-year class. The Class
of 1950 will also be recognized.
All former students, graduates, or teachers of both of these

MURRAY PRESCHOOL/HEAD STARt
EARLY HEAP START
SPRING REGISTRATION
First Floor Alexander Hall - MSLI (16th Street)
270-809-3262
(New Applicants) Friday, March 12th. 2010 from
8-3
Registration for Preschool Returning children is
scheduled for Friday, March 25th, 2010 from 8-3,

schools are invited and urged to
attend, visit and renew old
friendships. If you have pictures, yearbooks, school papers,
or any memorbilia related to the
schools, there will be tables set
up to display them.
Everyone who attended
either of these schools, for even
a short period of time, is invited
to come back to Cuba and visit
with classmates, former teachers, and friends from the past.
The meal will be catered by
flolmes Famil Restaurant and

& Gifts

'Age three or four by October 1, 2010
'Quality for income guidelines (tour year
olds must meet school
district's free meal guidelines: three year
olds must meet Federai
Poverty Guidelines).
'Disability children will be eligible regard
less of income
'Children who turn three dunrg the 2010-2
011 school year and
meet disability guidelines may enter the progr
am on their
third birthdcry.
'Tuition opfion may be available

For information Call: 109-3262 or 1109-543S

Veterans of Foreign Wars Ladies Auxiliary
will meet Saturday at
I p.m. at First Christian Church, Murra
y.

Laker Band has fundraiser

Calloway County High School Laker
Band is selling
Butterbriads with all pmceeds to apply towar
ds the band's 4-yeartrip to San Antonio. Texas, this April.
Flavors available are
Strawberry Cream Cheese and Blueberry Creiun
Cheese arid sell for
511 each. Orders can be made with any Laker
Band student or parent or call the band room at 762-7395. The
deadline date to order is
Monday. March 15.

MHS Basketball Banquet scheduled

The Murray High School Basketball Banquet
will be Tuesday,
April 13, at 6 p.m. at the Murray State Univer
sity Curris Center.
Tigers, Lady Tigers, cheerleaders and the dance
team will be recognized. Tickets are on sale for $13 each at
the MHS office and the
deadline for purchasing tickets is Thursday.
Apnl 1. No tickets will
be sold at the door. For more information contac
t Monica Evans at
Murray High School at 753-5202.

Relay For Life team plans dinner
The

Kirksey/Goshen United Methodist Churches
Relay for Life
Team will have a spaghetti dinner on Satur
day from 5:30 to 7:30
p.m in the Family Center at Goshen Churc
h, Ky. Hwy. 121 North
Stelia. Dinner will be spaghetti, salad, bread, desser
t and drink for
$7 and "tips" will be accepted. During
the dinner, the Memory
Makers, a jazz band from South Fulton, Tenn.,
will perform. Money
raised will go to the American Cancer Societ
y Relay for Life.

MES holding parent elections
the cost will be $12.50 per perMurray Elementary will be holding SBDM
son. Reservations are needed
parent elections
and may be made until Monday, beginning Friday. Nominees include Jamie Rogers, Stacy Bell and
Huong Kelly. Any parent, stepparent, foster
parent and/or legal
March 29, 2010 by calliing any
guardian of a student attending EMS may
vote. The child must be a
of following people:
PI, P2 P3 or P4 student for the 2010-2011
school year. Voting will
Mary Faith Ward Winn-554- take place during school hours before and
after each Spnng per2145; Charlotte McPherson formance and also during PTO Spring Swing
featuring games,
prizes and food n Friday from 5:30 to 7:30
Dobson-328-8612;
p.m. Votes will also be
Billy
taken
in
the
office
on
March
15-17 from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Two parAlderdice-376-2797;
Ann ents will
be elected to serve on the council and no
McCuan Poyner-856-3171; Sue
absentee ballots
will be accepted.
Williams Coltharp-376-2612;
Ann Dobson Rushing-554Children's Story Hour planned
3726; or Jo Lyrum Wilkins- 382Children's Story Hour will begin Saturday
at 1 p.m. at the
2597.
University Book Store inside the Murray State
University Curris
Center. The two stones to be read are perfect for
5 to 7 year old children. but everyone is welcome to attend. "The
store looks for your
support as it attempts to bring the joy and impor
tance of reading to
the next generation of Racers," said L,eisa
Whithead, Customer
Service for the store.

HWY. 641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 -- 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

HEAD START

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR EARLY HEAD
START
'Pregnant Women
'Infants and Toddlers Ages Birth to Three
'Must Meet Federal Poverty Guidelines
Please Bring For Both Programs
'Child's Certified Birth Certificate
*Proof-of-Income - 2009 tax returns
(W2 forms) K-TAP, Child Support,
Social Security or SSI, MSU Grant/
Scholarship information, etc.
'Social Security card of child
'Medical Card or Insurance Card
'Custody Documentation, if applicable
Locations of Program: MSU Alexander Hall
Willis Early Child Car,.
Center and Ruby Simpson Child Developmen
t Center

VFW Auxiliary plans meeting

Calligraphy Workshop canceled

Transportation services are provided within
the
Murray School District only.
Transportation is not provided for Early Head
Start
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS K)R PRESCHOOL

for April

Murray Calloway County Soccer Association
will hold tryouts
for a girls U-11 select traveling soccer team
on Saturday at II a.m.
at the Bea Creek Soccer Complex. Perso
ns will meet at the picnic
table ramada, and are asked to bnng water.
To qualify for this age
group, girls should be bom after July 31,199
8. For more information contact Randy Waltrip at 978-2203.

A Basic Calligraphy Workshop previously
scheduled at the
Murray Art Guild for March 17-April 7 has been
canceled. For more
information call the Guild at 753-4
059 or e-mail
murrayartguild@murray-ky.net.

CCMS Council will meet

Calloway County Middle School Decis
ion Making Council will
meet today (Thursday) at 3:30 p.m. in the
school media center.

Lodge 592 to meet
at

,FREE SEMINAR

"Ingredients For Outdoor Living*

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will
meet tonight (Thursday)
p.m at Ryan's Steak House. All members
are urged to attend.

'Dine Out Murray'scheduled

Local restaurants will benefit 10 percent
ot the sales to the
American Red Cross tonight (Thursday)
at August Moon, Big
Apple, Holmes Restaurant, Pagliai's Pizza,
Snappy Tomato and
Taco John's for dinner.

iBrupch Will Be Served)

Saturday, March 13th at 10 a.m.
'4#

4./Ce4,4<eit (e. 614ei
flours: Mon.-Sat.

ATTENTI()N:
Ait!“.ne needing personal care or
,,,,o,tance with a ioved one and
:eeling overwhelmed. We tn‘ite
to call Karen or 'Tanva at

f

in
/jUerraC
of Murray IA.('

753-7109

and let us help you with both the
care and the {manual assistance

Read the
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MSU Theatre Dept. MSU Orchestra performs Mond
a3,
presents 'Working'

Special to the Ledger
The Murray. State University
Symphony Orchestra. Concert
Special to the Ledger
Band and Symphonic Band will
The Deptuttnent of Theatre and the Departm
ent of Music at present their first public perMurray State University is pleased to announce
the production of formance of the Spring semester
"Working," which will be performed March 15-18 at
7:30 pm. This on Monday, March 15 at 7:30
musical theatre production will be presented in the
Wilson Hall p.m. in the Lovett Auditorium
Actor's Studio Theatre, Room 310B, on the Murray
State University on ciunpus.
campus.
"This is the second time that
Directed by Angi Harlan and under the musical directio
n of we have ever showcased these
Sonya Baker, the hopes, dreams,joys, and concern
s of the average ensembles on the same concert
working American are the focus of this unique, extraord
inary musi- and we are excited by the
cal. That the everyday lives of "common" men and
women should growth and development of
be so compelling and moving will surphse and inspire
anyone who each," said Director of Bands
has ever punched it time clock.
and Orchestra Dennis L.
Based on Studs Terkel's best-selling book of intervie
ws with Johnson. "There are few univerAmerican workers,"Working" paints a vivid portrait of
the men and sities in the country that can
women the world so often takes for granted: the schoolte
acher, the boast the number of students in
parking lot attendant, the waitress, the mill-worker, the
mason. the our instrumental ensembles.
trucker, the fireman, the housewife,just to name a few. It's
"Presently functioning this
a highly
original look at the American landscape that's simply impossi
ble to spring we have the select 46forget.
piece
Symphonic
Wind
Call 809-4421 for ticket prices and other information about
the Ensemble, a full symphony
production.
orchestra, the 75 member concert band, the 60-member
(select) Symphonic Band. two
performing jazz bands and a 100
member pep band. Many of
Special to the Ledger
Prii •
these musicians are non music
Don't miss the return of "Dearly Departed."'This wildly popular majors and represent students Pictured are soloists (left to right) SaRah Lee, cello and DaYe Choi, violin who will be
on the music department concert, Monday, March 15 at
comedy retums to Playhouse in the Park for an encore perform
7:30 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium
ance from throughout the university
for one weekend only, March 18-21. Tickets are available at
communi
ty."
The
concert
will
the box
Orchestra, concertmaster of the 1999 with the Gangdo
ng Hill. they have
office or by calling 759-1752. Office hours are Monday,
Tuesday open with the Symphony Murray
State
Symphony Symphony in Korea. Ms. Lee's ''Crystals"
and Fnday from 1 to 5 p.m. and Thursday from 9 to 11:30
by Thomas Duffs
a.m. The Orchestra showcasing the tal- Orchestra, anti substitute musi- performance experiences also
"Flashing Winds" h) 1..•
box office is closed on Wednesdays. Ticket prices are $11 for
adults; ents of two senior string per- cian for both the Jackson and include serving in several VanderR
oost, "In The NIoniiii
$10 for senior citizens: $9 for students age 13 and over; $8
for stu- formers fulfilling their concerto Paducah Symphony Orchestras. orchestras
including
the When I Rise" by J. Derck
requirement for the Bachelor of She will be perform
dents age 12 and under.
ing the first Paducah
Symphony,
the and "Old Furlough MarthMusic Performance Degree. movement from
the "Concerto Kentucky Music Educators Frantisek
Kmoch, arranged by
DaYe Choi on Violin has No. 3 for Violin
and Orchestra" Association
Intercollegiate Todd Hill. Concluding the vonenjoyed international experience by CamilleSaint-S
aens.
Orchestra, the Mung-Sung cert will be the Symphonic Band
both through her education and
Featured next will be Sarah Symphony Orchestra. and
prin- performing Alfred Reed's
performances. She began her Lee, a cellist and
also a native of cipal cellist of the Murray State work,
"Russian Chrismia
studies on both the violin and South Korea. She
is a versatile Symphony Orchestra. She will Music."
piano in Won-Ju, South Korea. musician with perforn
iance be performing the first move"This dramatic work is a
but her secondary school studies credits throughout Korea
Special to the Ledger
as well ment of the "Cello Concerto" in great closer and
features rii,t,;
brought her to Vancouver, as the commonwealth
Two receptions and three exhibit openings are coming up for
of
b minor by Antonin Dvorak. every section of the band.
a Canada at the D.W. Poppy
- stat
tno of Murray. State University art students.
Kentucky. As a concerto soloist, 'Faking the stage next will be
the ed conductor John Fannin. A,
The Curhs Center Gallery will be the site of a reception for stu- school. Ms. Choi's orchestra Ms. Lee has appeared twice with Murray
State
Universi
ty
always. the concert is free anti
experience includes serving as the Gwacheon City
dent artist Bethany Birdwell on Fnday, March 12, from 6 to
Symphony Concert Band. Under the direc- the public is
8 p.m. the concertmaster of the
encouraged ti,
and made her concerto debut in tion of John Fannin and Todd
Her exhibition will run March 12-19.
attend.
Korean
Youth
Birdwell, who will graduate May 2010, will be exhibiting recent Vancouver
drawings created with a variety of media including pen and
ink.
watercolor and graphite to create a visually rich. multi-layered
surface. Working frorn observation. Birdwell's drawings use the figure
and found objects to address experiences encountered in the trek of Specia
l to the Ledger
Books" by Karen Kunc of Blue
'This
everyday life.
Clara M. Eagle Gallery at Heron Press and selected works image display of text and under her own imprimatur 01
blends visual and literary
A reception for students Gregory Scott Cook and Benjamin Hart. Murray State University pres- from
the Blue Heron Press voices. highlighting cultural and Blue Heron Press for more th.ar
also May 2010 graduates. will be held in the Upper Gallery of
25 years. The Blue Heron Press
ents
an
exhibiti
on
of
"Artist
Collecti
on.
the
historical themes in both form Collection
Clara Eagle Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Center, also on Friday,
of Artists Boo,ks
and
concept
It
.
showcas
es
indi- is part of Special CollectionsMarch 12. from 6 to 8 p.m. Their exhibitions are also
running
vidual and collaborative works
Love Library at the University
through March 19.
by both nationally and internaof Nebraska-Lincoln.
Cook will be presenting recent prints and drawings that address
tionally recognized artists.
The exhibit will be on view
memory. collecting and archiving. Hart is exhibiting recent
Kunc is a Nebraska-based
prints
March
and ceramic sculptures that use allegorical landscapes with
28.
artist and Cather Professor of through
figurative and architectural elements to examine systems of belief.
Art at the University of gallery reception will be held qn
The receptions and exhibits are free and open to the public.
Nebraska-Lincoln. She is Friday, March 12. from 6 to s
included in numerous public and p.m. Everyone is invited lc
Hours for both galleries are Monday-Friday,8 a.m. to 5 p.m.;
and
private collections including attend the reception and view
Saturday arid Sunday from 1 to 4 p.m. The Eagle Gallery is
on the
Salo Art Museum in Finland. the exhibited works. There is tic
sixth floor of Doyle Fine Arts Center, located at the corner of
15th
Smithsonian American Art admission charge.
and Olive.'The Curris Center is located on Chestnut Street between
Eagle Gallery is located
Museum and the Museum of
the Collins Center and the tennis courts.
the sixth floor of D,iy
Modem Art in New York.
She has been recognized with Fine Arts Center at the corner
a Fulbright Scholar Award and a 15th and Olive on the Murr
Mid-American
Arts State campus. Gallery hot,. Alliance/National Endowment are Monday through Enda\ .
for the Arts Fellowship. Kunc's a.m. to 5 p.m.; and Saturday
Photo provided
Pictured is one of the Lies[gns featured in Karen Kunc's "Artist artist hooks have been published Sunday, 1 to 4 p.rn
Books" exhtbits, which opens this week at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery.

'Departed' returns to Playhouse

Upcoming art exhibits,
receptions honor students

'Artist Books' exhibit opens Friday in Eagle Gallery
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NEW MENU

Photo provided

Pictured is a drawing by Indianapolis artist Vance Farrow.

MSU alum's work featured
at Clemens Fine Aft Center
Special to the Ledger
Artist and professor Vance Farrow of Indianapolis. Ind. will present a visiting artist's talk at the closing reception of his current drawing exhibition. His highly realistic drawings feature both abstract
and figurative elements, and his talk will focus on the thematic
development and working processes related to his studio prnduction.
The event is open to the public and will take place on March 25 at 5
p.m. in the Clemens Fine Arts Center on the campus of the West
Kentucky Community and Technical College.
VafiCC received a Bachelor of Fine Arts in drawing
from Murray
State University in 1993, and an MFA in drawing from the
:University of Cincinnati in 1996. He taught at the Art Academy of
:Cincinnati until his eventual move to Indianapolis where he current. ly teaches as an Associate Professor of Foundation Studies/Fine Art
at Herron. His drawings currently revolve around human nature as
seen through the figures of underrepresented populations. He states
that this is a focal emphasis because, "I am interested in exceptions
rather than rules. in the kinds of people that 1 don't see often enough
in works of art ... at least not often enough for me." He has won
awards for both teaching and drawing. and his work is included in
public and private collections throughout the country.
The exhibition is up currently through March 25. Gallery. hours
are Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m..
Wednesday 12:30 to 3 p.m. and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m
• For more inforrnation contact Randy Simmons Assistant Professoi
of Art WKCTC/Paducah School of Art(270)408-4280.

Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood.
New Orleans 5tyle Favorites
Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Gulf Coast Oysters,
PO' Boys, blackened Fish, Steaks &Chicken
*

**

We cater ANY event
ANY size ANY location!!
CARSON1 CENTER
WATCH A
SNEAK PEEK AT
RAITACKVEGAS COM'

100 KENTUCKY AA/WM

PAU:MALAN

270.450.4444
ww.

4.1440.010111- 111. oIts.

I( V

Remodeled Game Room &
New Private Room with Dig 5creen
HP TV and 5urround 5ound!
eit, tor birthdays, Wedding Rehearsals
Lunch Meetings, Anniversaries,
or just a night out with friendE.,.
****
Live Bancl Saturday Nights 9 p.m. till Cldee
This Week: Bending Karma
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Brockway thanked for service
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
In 2(XX), he became MSG's
Staff Writer
provost and vice president of
Murray State University's academic affairs. Luis
Candles.
international students and facul- the director of
the Institute for
ty from the Institute for International Studies
, said
International Studies showered Brockway's support
has made
retiring Provost Gary Brockway the institute the
exemplary body
with gifts and praise Wednesday it is today.
afternoon, thanking him for his
MSU President Dr. Randy
support over the years.
Dunn said he had been kidding
Speaking in Woods Hall. Brockway and his wife,
Betty,
International
Student that they will likely be attending
Organization President Ashok many more events
paying tribBabu-Kolla
introduced ute to him before he officially
Brockway, saying he joined the leaves this sutruner. He
said that
MSU faculty in 1976 and while it wasn't unsual
for a unibecame interim provost in 1998. versity of MSU's size
to have an

HAVVKINS TEAGUE Ledger & Times

Murray State University Provost and Vice Presid
ent of
Academic Affairs Gary Brockway, right, accepts
a gift from
Luis Canales, director of the Institute for Interna
tional
Studies. At left is International Student
Organization
President Ashok Babu-Kolla.

Kentucky: No campaign
signs on highways
FRANKFORT, Ky.tAP)
The Kentucky Department of
Highways says campaign signs
that are placed on a state highway right of way will be
removed for safety.
Acting
State
Highway
Engineer Steve Waddle says
the signs arc hazards for drivers
becuase they block the area
reserved for motorists who run
off the road.
Waddle says they are also a
danger to maintence crews who
handle roadside mowing.
Illegal signs will be taken to
the state highway garage in
each county and kept for two
weeks. Owners may claim
them by showing identification
and completing a claiintak

Correction
A
inwn
C'ner
item in
'ednesday's Ledger & Tunes stated the starting time for tonight's
Murray City Council meeting It is
scheduled for 5 p.m.

The Murray Ledger 8c Times
strives to ensure accurate and fair
reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is the Ledger's
policy to correct errors. To report a
news rmstake or error, plea.se call
753-1916.

institution similar to the IIS. its
scope went so much farther than
one might expect and he was
very impressed with that before
he was hired as president in
2006. He said that elevation was
thanks to Brockway's leadership.
Instructor Bill McKibben
thanked Brockway for his kindness and help over the years.
Abdulrahman Yarali. an associate professor in the science.
engineering and technology
department, said he had lived in
Seattle. Wash. before interviewing at MSU and was a bit wary
about moving here after flying
in and seeing how. small the
town was. He said Brockway
and few others helped convince
him that it was the right decision
and he hasn't regretted it
because of the welcoming university conununity.
Brockway said that even
though he would be stepping
down as provost, he would still
be coming back to teach classes.
He said one of the things he had
enjoyed most about working
with international students was
inviting them for Thanksgiving
dinner and introducing them to
other cultures.

Woman working to help with
granddaughter s Mayo trip
By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
A local woman is hard at work
raising funds to assist in giving
her granddaughter a tnp to the
Mayo Clinic.
According to Dianna Phillips,
the child's grandmother, after
waiting up sick on New Year's
Eve, v.vo year-old Alyssa
Stewart was nished to the hospital. After an examination, the
doctor ordered a CT scan,
Phillips stated. She said the
child was then taken to
Vanderbilt where she WitS diagnosed with Ehlers Danlos
Syndrome (EDS) type 3Phillips said thc doctors at
'Vanderbilt told her the CT may
have helped to save Stewart's
life by catching the EDS early.
Phillips said Stewart now
needs to go to the Mayo Clinic
to be tested to see if she has
EDS type 4. a much more serious version of EDS.
"Only one in 10,000-15,000
have type 3, but one in 100,000
to 250,000 have type 4. We've
been told that type 4 can
progress quickly." Phillips said.
Phillips has been working
with one of the Mayo Clinics.
located in Rochester, Minn.. to

\

arrange for Stewan to get tested.
She said the process would
take 10-15 days and she would
be seeing two-to-five doctors
each day. In addition to the testing, if diagnosed with EDS type
4, Stewart and family will spend
time with the doctors learning
how to deal with the disease.
According to the Mayo Clinic
Web site, EDS is a group of
inherited disorders that affect
connective tissues - primarily
skin. joints and blood vessel
walls.
"It has no treatment and no
cure, but they will teach us how
to adapt. There are things to be
careful about, like she won't be
able to have many X-rays
done." Phillips said
While the clinic accepts medical insurance, Phillips said the
costs are starting to add up for
deductibles. travel and other
expenses, so she has been
organizing fundraisers in the
community to try and offset the
costs, and she said others have
offered their help as well.
"The Masons have really
stepped up to help. everyone has
been really supportive," she
said.

The Choice

AGAINST HOUSEHOLD PESTS

W W1

Photo provided

Pictured above are annual Cupid Classic Partici
pants

Cupid Classic held at MMS

The second Cupid Classic
was recently held at Murray
Middle School. A total of 42
archers participated in the fourdivision event, that included
fourth
grade, Elementary
School, Middle School, and
High School.
Each division shot a total of 15
arrows in 3 ends at 10 and 15
meters except for the fourth
grade archers who shot at only
10 meters. What started out as
an in house fundraising tournament in 2009 has grown to
include the Calloway County
4H participants.
Medals were given out to the
top 3 male and female archers in
each division. 'This event was
also a warm up for the 2010
Regional NASP Shoot that will
take place Feb. 26-27 at Trigg
County High School. During
this event, archers are required
to place in the top five of their
respective division to move on
Photo provided
to the state meet. "I am proud to Mike Epperson, MISD Archery Coach,
assists Austin Cobb at
work with our archers and know recent Annual Cupid Classic
.
that we'll have a shot at sending
some of them to the State MMS 2582nd Logan
Eastwood Kara Mosley 4H 210.
Competition in March," Mike 4H 2263rd Evan
Schepker 4H
Murray
Middle
School
Epperson, MMS coach said. 21IGirls 4th grade
I st Alexis Archery Team members also
"Our program is finally begin- Lamb 4H 1822nd
Kayleigh participated in the recent The
•:
ning to get some attention B urch 4H 1773rd Hannah
Derby ArrowCat Classic with nearly
because of the hard work and AIMS 168 Boys Elemen
tary (4th 400 archers from westetn Ky.
dedication of these students. and 5thi: 1st Sam
Lewis MMS schools:
Trigg
County
Well established progriuns
2582nd Preston Ross MMS Elementary. Middle
, and High
the ones Trigg and 1.1:
m
2573rd Chase lrvin MMS 255. School. Lewisburg
Elementary
have are seeing our progrilierid Girls Elementary
(4th and and Middle School. Holy Name
welcome
the
competition 5th):Ist Ashtin McKinney MMS Elemen
tary,
Chandlers
because it pushes them to get 2162nd Chaley Roberts
MMS Elementary and Middle, Cairo
better as well."
2143rd Maddie Waldrop MMS Elementary,
Niagara
The Murray. Club will be send- 182. Boys Middle School
(7th Elementary. Henderson County,
ing 16 archers to the regional and 8th): 1st Austin Kemp
MMS Middle and High School, Logan
shoot in hopes of archers quali- 2662nd Brando
n Bogard 4H County High School and
fying for the State Tournament. 2593rd Chase Mohler
MMS Hopkins County High School
Epperson and Randy Louis, 245. Girls Middle School
(7th South Middle School.
Archery coach, both agree that and 8th): 1st Jantzen
Sparks
During this tournament.
this event has caught on and MMS 2722nd Kendle
y Sparks Laurie Snellen placed 9th in the
should continue to grow. "Right MMS 2533rd and Shelby
Louis Elementary Female Division
now we are keeping it small due MMS 244. Boys High
School: with a score of 254. Kenzley
to facility size and amount of 1st l.ogan Jackson
4H 2592nd Sparks ranked 10th in the
equipment. We have high hopes Ryan Alexander MHS
2563rd Middle School Female Division
to begin inviting other schools Jared Geurin
4H 190. Girls with a score of 254 and Hannah
in the near future."
High School: 1st Hannah Harrison scored 6th in the
High
Annual Cupid Classic Results: Harrison MHS 2672nd
Chelcia School Female Division with a
Boys 4th grade: 1st Talon Cole Winchester MHS
2393rd and score of 273.

Quarterly Pest Control

SPECTA.L

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— A Kentucky advo- Senate Republi
can leaders on opposite sides.
cate for organ donations predicted that a bill
Paul E. O'Flynn, executive director ol
advanced by a Senate panel Wednesday will spur Kentuc
ky Organ Donor Affiliates, said about 7(X)
more donations leading to lifesaving transplants.
people in Kentucky are on waiting lists for organ
The bill ujxlates procedures for Kentuckians to transpl
ants.
make, alter or revoke wishes to make anatomical
The proposal would make Kentucky's organ
gifts. They could also expressly state they don't donor
law consistent with laws in about 40 other
wish to be donors.
states, O'Flynn said. It specifies that if someone
The proposal, sponsored by Senate President makes
a decision about donating organs, it's the
David Williams. was approved by the Health and family'
s responsibility to follow through that the
Welfare Committee dunng a review that had two wishes
are carried out. he said.

mriaNikpm

Learn How To Cut Your
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Mowing Time In Half
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$35 quarter

o)ri tram

with one year contract

z
2799.99

Hurry, offer ends Mardi 311

• ( in-i cutting system
deep cutting deck 42" or so" wide
• Automatic braking system
• Powedul Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

LET US CUSTOMIZE A PROGRAM FOR YOU

• 4.

We also treat Bedbugs, Brown Recluse Spid
ers & Termites'

•Bedbugs. Brown Reciuse Spiders and Termites
are not covered under the P.st Control Special These
require a
unique and special treatment program
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We Appreciate Your Business!
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CARDINALS BASEBALL

Nicked
Up

GAME DAYGIRLS' SWEET SIXTEEN
MURRAY HIGH VS ROCKCASTLE COUNTY — 6:30
RM. — DIDDLE ARENA

CARDS SLUGGERS
PUJOLS, HowDAY
SCRATCHED

Photo provided

'IMS

4
1
•
v, •

JUPITER, Fla. (AP) — Albert Pujols
was expected to rejoin the St. Louis
Cardinals' lineup on Wednesday, but his
return has been pushed back at least one
more day.
Pujols was originally slated to play first
base, then was moved to designated hitter
before becoming a late scratch against the
Washington Nationals because of a sore
back. 'The three-time National League
MVP has missed the last three games as a
precaution.
"He says he's good to go, but if at any
tiMe during the workout he feels
a twinge,
get him out," manager Tony La
Russa said prior to batting practice.
Pujols took his normal turn in batting
practice before the decision was made to
pull him.
The Cardinals also scratched outfielder
Matt Holliday from the lineup .after he
expenenced soreness in his right rib cage
following BP. A spokesman for the team
said Holliday is day-to-day.
Photo provided

Austin Cobb at

TITANS FOOTBALL

Witherspoon:
Nearly 30 but
healthy

1 210.
iddle
School
members also
the recent The
sic with nearly
mn western Ky.
-igg
County
iddle. and High
ang Elementary
ool, Holy Name
Chandlers
I Middle, Cairo
Niagara
iderson County.
School, Logan
School and
y High School
:hool.
tournament.
laced 9th in the
male Division
'254, Kenzley
1(kh in the
'ernale Division
.54 and Hannah
6th in the High
3ivision with a

NEWLY SIGNED TITANS
LB SAYS HE STILL HAS
SOME GOOD YEARS LEFT
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — Will
Witherspoon says Tennessee Titans fans
need not worry about his age or his production.
Witherspoon, who tums 30 in August.
said he still has plenty of skills left as he
joins his third team in the past year. agreeing to a three-year, $11 million contract
with the 'Titans that was finalized Tuesday
night.
"In eight years, the best thing about it,
my only issue ever is that
I had one minor scoping.
In eight years, I've only
missed four games."
Witherspoon
said
Wednesday.
"I feel like I've got a
lot of good years left in
Witherspoon me. If you had asked me
eight years ago how long
I thought I would play, I wouldn't know.
But if you ask me the same question today,
I feel like I've got plenty more left in the
tank. I don't think people should be worried about me. If I get the choice, there's a
good possibility I'd like to finish nty
career here."
The deal is the team's first signing
since free agency began Friday, and the
first toward revamping the linebacking
corps.
Ten-year veteran Keith Bulluck is an
unrestricted free agent coming off surgery
for a tom ACL in his left knee suffered last
December. Also, David Thornton recently
had pectoral surgery and was bothered by
shoulder and hip problems throughout the
2009 season. He has just one year left on
his deal.
Middle linebacker Stephen Tulloch was
offered a one-year tender worth a firstround pick if another team tnes to sign
him. Gerald McRath also started five
games in Thornton's place as a rookie.
Of Witherspoon, Titans general manager Mike Reinfeldt said: "He has been a
quality starting linebacker in this league
for a number of years and shown the ability to play all three spots. His final landing
spot will be sorted out as the roster is
tormed, but I would expect him to be in
the mix for us at outside linebacker."
Witherspoon was released last week by
ihe Philadelphia Eagles, who would have
owed hint $5 million for the 2010 season.
The Eagles acquired Witherspoon from the
St. Louis Rams during the 2009 seasoil
"My release in Philly was kind (il a stii
prise to everyone. That just kind of came
about, but the opportunity to come here
arrived. and I said I definitely have to take
look at this," Witherspoon said.
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KTSEH LOUGH / Leogor
(Top) Members of the Murray High School Lady
Tries
Tiger basketball team pause for a moment of prayer
and reflection in Tiger
Gymnasium Wednesday before making the journe
y to Bowling Green to play in the Sweet Sixteen Thursd
ay.( Bottom right) Fellow
MHS students lined the halls to cheer and send the
team off. (Bottom left) The atmosphere was bright
and the girls took time to
dance in the parking lot before piling Into a carava
n of vehicles and heading east.

Alone among the 'A's
CAMARADERIE AMONG SMALL SCHOOLS
GIVES MURRAY STATEWIDE FAN BASE
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Mast
When Murray takes the court
You pull for your
for its first-round Sweet Sixteen
Class
'A'
buddies. You
matchup
against
Rockcastic
County tonight, the Lady Tiger, wear similar shoes and
won't be playing simply for themyou've got similar
y
selves, their school and their fans.
They won't just be representing problems.
the First Region, either.
In fact. Murray may find it has a
— Don Hubbard
statewide fan base this week as the
Former Mayfield head coach
Ione representative of the 'holt.
on the camaraderie among
guys' in Bowling Green.
The Lady Tigers were the only
Class 'A' programs
class •A•-size school to win their
regional
championship
on impossibt I
But Atunay isn't
Saturday.
it5
"You do kind of pull for the plight.
"Most of the time, you just don't
small schools." says Cory Miller,
head coach at Walton-Verona in have the depth that the big schools
northern Kentucky, whose team have." said former Mayfield coach
fell to Murray in the All 'A' state Don Hubbard, a 21-year veteran of
the Lady Cardinal sidelines before
quarterfinals earlier this season.
"As a coach at a class 'A'-size he hung up his coaching whistle
school, I always want to see them prior to this season.
"You're usually at a disadvando well."
Murray is the first small-school tage. so it really makes it sweet
squad to win the First Region since when it does happen."
doing it in 1997 in head coach
Throughout her coaching career,
Rechelle Turner's first season.
With an average high school Turner has always prided herself
enrollment of just more than 5(X) on being brutally honest with her
students. Murray annually must go team:.
Prior to the 2009-10 season. the
through Marshall County (enrollment nearly triple Murray's) and Lady Tigers had lost 11 consecuCalloway County (close to dou- tive games to both Marshall and
ble), and that's just within the 4th Calloway.
In the course of preparing for
District.
In most years. it's an uphill bat- most of those games, Turner didn't
tle for the Lady Tigers to crack the pull any punches with her kids.
"A lot of times when we got
region tournament field.
In some years, it's a practical ready to play Calloway and
Marshall over the last couple of

7

IOWA Girls Sweet Sixteen
(at Western Kentucky Univ.)
Wednesday
Henderson Co 62, Butler 54
Lou Mercy 67. Marion Co 51
Rowan Co vs Breathitt Co (n)
Clay Co vs Anderson Co (n)
Thursday
Bowfing Green vs Boone Co.
noon
Scott Co vs Belfry
1:30 p m
Murray vs Rockcastle Co
6 30 p m
George Rogers Clark vs Ohio Co
8p m
Friday
Quarterfinals noon 1 Xi p m 6 30 p m 8
P r^
Saturday
Semifinals
10am 11 30am
Championship game
8p

Tonight
Murray vs. Rockcastle Co.
MANI. 30 j)
WINKS. t A Doidle Arena (Bowling Green
Ratio
,-;r: 103 7 FM, WNBS, 1340 AM
%wore._ ' l9 4 RC 27-4
Lefty Mims to woe* Haley Armstrong (15 7
Pl's9 Jan5.5en Starks(14 5 peg. 5 3 apri).
Shelby Crouch tit 0 peg. 7 2 rpg)
Lady lbokells Is welds Jack* Alexander
(15 5 ppg 6 0 rpg1 Sara Hammond (15 4
ppg 10 9 rug) Angie Lawrence (11 4 ppg)

years, our goal wasn't to win the
game, because we weren't going to
be unrealistic." she said.
"We set little goals — holding
certain players to certain points.
trying to score a certain amount of
points ourselves. We've always
been hones' When we felt like wc
didn't have a chance, we told the
kids that."
So when Turner told her squad
she expected them to beat both of
their bigger district foes this season. the girls bought in.
The Lady Tigers knocked off
the Lady Lakers and Lady
Marshals in their first cycle of district play, then advanced all the
way to the All 'A' state semifinals.
Murray then went through a
rough patch in the road. falling to
both Marshall and Calloway after

Pest First Region Champions
2010
2009
2008
2007
2006
2905
2004
2003
2002
2001
2000

Murrey•
Marshall County
Marshall County
Calloway County
Marshall Cnunry
Paducah filch marl
Marsnall County
Lalloway County
G,aves County
Marshall County
Marshall County

•

•

Murray 5 2010 regon tele LS the only one
tor a Class •A' sceool ,r1 the past 10 years

coming down front the All N.
high.
But the Lady Tigers were able to
refocus for the district tournament.
one of the biggest keys to fielding
a successful small-school team.
according to Miller.
"The single-biggest obstacle in
getting to the state tournament for
class •A• schools is. if you get to
Richmond, you really have to
guard against the letdown after All
'A'," said Miller, who coached at
small-school power Louisville
Holy Cross before taking over at
Walton-Verona two years ago.
"I've seen lots of good teams
have that letdown and come up
short."
Of course it helps that. for the
first time in a half-decade, the
Lady Tigers can match up physically with the bigger schools in the
First Region.
Murray has height — center
Sian House stands 6-foot-2 and
made tremendous strides in her
game over the summer.
Shelby Crouch is 5-foot-11 and
has begun to grow into her game as
a sophomore.
The Lady Tigers also have
another key ingredient to competing with the big boys — depth.
See CLASS 'A', 10A
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Racers kick
off spring
practice
Friday

W

Vonsored by

Stuart Alexander

u;4*
1

4/Kr13

SPRIM;(iAME
WILI, HELD
APRIL 15 AT
STEWART STADIUNI

Spe

HOME • AUTO • LIFE
T‘, SPOFITSWAICH

By MU Sports loteesseUsai
First year Murray State head
football coach Chns Hatcher has
announced the times and dates
for the Racers Spring Practice.
The team will conduct 14 practices before the Spring Game on
April 15. All practices will be
held inside Stewart Stadium are
open to the public.
Practice will get underway
Friday at 4 p.m. The Racers will
hold six practices prior to Spring
Break (March 22-26), and and
resume practices March 31.
The Spring Game will be
held on April 15 inside Stewart
Stadium. Festivities will get
undenvay at 5 p.m. with the
game slated for a 6:30 p.m. start.

THURSDA"
GOLF
1 p.m.
TGC
PGA
ToricWriC
(,A
ChITIMPOnsh4( flIgl round at tinrai le
6:30 p.m
TOG
PGA TOW. PL,400 tilim Open
first round al Roo Grande Puerto Ftw
Name-day tape;
MEN'S COLLIDE BASKETBALL
11 e.m.
ESPN
Big Fast Conference quarter
finei team% 1130 at New Tod.
11:110 a.m.
ESPN2
Big 12 Coriterence quarterfinal learrIll TBD at Kansas CM, IvIn
1 p.m.
ESPN
Bg E asl Conference ("trader
tearns nab. at New York
1:30 p.m
FSPN2 - - Big Ten Conference tidal
round Iowa vs Michigen el Indianapolis
2 p.m.
F SN
Pacific-10 Conference qoarteth
nal Arizona vs UCLA, at t os Angeles
3:30 p.m.
ESPN2
Big Ten Conference. feet
round Indiana VIP Northweatern, at
Indianapolis
4:30 p.m.
FSN
Pacific-10 Conlerence. quarterfinal Cailfornia vs Oregon Wastengton
Stale winner at LOG Angeles

The Murray High School swim team recently held Its year-en
d banquet in the
Murray Room at the RSEC. Head coach John Wand handed out awards.
Team
captains Lauren Erickson and Adam Miller were recognized
as Team MVPs.
Rookie of the Year was awarded to Daniel McGee, Megan Wilson
and Nicole
McGee. The Heart and Desire award was given to Joel Ferguso
n and Diana
Branc. The Diamond in the Rough award was given to
Nick Vilardo and Vic
Verburg. Most improved swimmers were Mary Lou Hoffack
er and Nick Vilardo.
The Team Player Award was given to Trent Lyons, Cyrus
Nabavi and Celeste
Slquelros. Practice Tiger Awards went to Lauren Erickso
n and Adam Miller.
Wounded Warrior Award was given to Kristen Farley, Mary
Lou Hoffacker, Abby
Gibson and Cyrus Nabavl. Murray High team records
were set by Lauren
Erickson, Daniel McGee and the boys relay team consisti
ng of Adam Miller,
Daniel McGee, Eb Weber and Connor McKenna. The regional qualifier
s were also
recognized: Abby Gibson, Celeste Siqueiros, Nicole
McGee. Megan Wilson,
Cyrus Nabavl, Daniel McGee, Joel Ferguson, Eb Weber,
Vic Verburg, Lauren
Erickson, Connor McKenna, Nick Vilardo and Adam Miller.

loose on the perimeter.
"You have to have a versatile team," says Cooper. "When
you're going up against the big
boys. you're going to see teams
that are quick arid like to press.
You're going to see other teams
that pound the ball inside. You
have to he able to play different
styles and adjust to a lot of different styles.While
programs
like
Marshall and Calloway expect

to reload their rosters each
year, Turner knows that isn't a
realistic expectation for her
squad.
Success at class 'A' schools
usually comes in cycles. Strong
classes and weak classes come
and go.
Turner. Cooper and Hubbard
all understand this.
But when success does
come, it makes it that much
sweeter.
And if there's anything

SPN? - Allentor Coast Crnterenre
first round North C arolina v. Georgia
tech et Greensboro N C
p.M.
F SPN
Big East Conference quarto.
final teams TBD al New Yon
F SN
Pacific 10 Conference quarted
nal VVasninginn vs Oregon State so
los Anywise
8:30 p.m
ESPN2
Big 12 Champronship qua,
lerfinal teams TBD at Kansas City, Mr,
10.30 p
ESN
Pacific- 10 Conference qi la hart,
nal, AriZona State
Shinford al ,..
Angeles
NBA BASKFTRAll
7 15 p.m
TNT
Chicago at Orlando
9:30 p.m
TNT - Portland at Golden State

II p.m.
ESPN - Bg East Conference quadric
knal teams TAD at New Yon.

SportsBriefs
II The Calloway Touchdown Club will be flaying an informativ
e meeting on Monday, March 23 at pm. at the CCHS
fieldhouse All parents'
of students that plan on playing football for CCHS during the 2010
fall
season are invited to come A family meal will
be provided after the
meeting

sEc: Tot KNAMENTrREN I t

Kentucky back in
accustomed favorite role

Class 'A'
From Page 9A
Murray has seven players on
its roster who play starter•s
minutes and an eighth —
Lauren Dieleman — who is
capable of coming off the
bench and making a difference.
The
final
ingredient,
according to Cooper, is versatility.
House makes Murray a
threat on the inside, freeing up
guard tandcm Janssen Starks
and Haley Armstrong to get

I HI/ HMO./ 1/1 North Nor.,
bluffer /
kr
..titatt .11pviandete " .1111
,
1 7701 7s t 4/03

Turner has learned in her 14
By TERESA M. WALKER
years as a head coach, you have
AP Sports Writer
to take time to savor it.
NASHVILLE. Tenn.(AP)- "In the district we•re in,
we're never guaranteed any- Maybe Kentucky coach John
thing." she said. "So we've Calipari wants to ease the prestalked about seizing this sure on his young Wildcats.
He's busy talking about playmoment. this opportunity. For
Calloway and Marshall, this is ing for a No. i seed in the
a familiar place. For us. it's not. NCAA tournament. though end"You can't take anything for ing a drought with Kentucky's
granted. You never know when first Southeastern Conference
you're going to have this tournament title since 2(X)4
would he good
opportunity again."
All those blue-clad fans

heading to Nashville, deter
mined to sneak through evely
nook and cranny to watch'? They
want to see thc Wildcats resume
their rightful place atop the
SEC. Kentucky is the heir-,y
favorite to take home a 26th
tournament title after running to
its 44th regular season title.
It won't he easy %tarn:4,
Thursday. Mississippi State won
four games in four days to fakc
last year's title. while Georgia
did just that in 2008.
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i.r/z l'estival will take place on Saturday March 13. Middle
and high school groups from throughout Kentucky anti
'Tennessee will he performing concerts that evening and culrninat•
ing in thc "headliner" concert at 7:45 p.m Saturday (runtime the
MSI I Jazz Orchestra and the Jamey Aehetsold Quartet in hr.:. ••
and beautiful Lovett Auditorium. The tooldiriator for the event.
which hnngs more than 200 young 1111141C1411.4 to the campus. la
WU% Director of Jazz Ensembles. Todd I, MI fhe ( him, Mid
concerts arc ripen and the public is cordially invited
Ten selected school groups from around the region will be par
ficipating in the festival, which ss designed for educational. ratite;
titan competitive purposes. The students* day will include corn
mentary and clinics by professional 0111111CIIIIIV and educators (In
J. Derek Jones of Lambuth ilniversity. retired Ian educator Joe
Tarentino. and regional freelance percussionist Dean Hughes).
clinics with MSU 18/1 students. and a special jazz improvisation
clinic with jazz education legend Jamey Achersold and his Quartet
13 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall of the Tine Arts Building). In
all. there will be performances by 14 different pin groups, including three MS11 ensembles and the Kentucky Music Educators
Association All First District Jazz Hand
The Saturday evening concert will open with performances by
the Murray State University Jazz Hand at 5 p tn. and "Blue" Jazz
Combo at 5:12 p.m.. Inman Mitkile School of Paris. Tenn . at 5:24
p.m.. Murray Middle School iit 5:36 p.m., James Madison Middle
School of Madisonville at 5:48 p.m., Marshall County High
School Jazz Combo of Benton at 6 p.m.. Adamsville Junior-Senior
High School of Adamsville, Tenn.. at 6:12 p tn., Graves County
High School of Mayfield at 6:24 p.m.. Trigg (*minty High School
of Cadiz al 6:36 p.m.. Marshall County High School hi/ Band of
Benton at 6:48 p.m., Madisonville-North Hopkins High School at
7 p.m.. the Kcntucky Music Educators Association All-First
District Jazz Band (directed by Professor Hill) at 7:13 p.m. and the
Murray State University Jazz Orchestra beginning at 7:45 p.m.,
and featuring the Jamey Aebersold Quartet.
"Our great expanse of stage space in beautiful. and historic
laivett Auditorium makes 1t possible to have one hand performing
while another is setting up. so there is no down lime between
groups" said Hill. "We arc particularly happy to be able to carry
on this tradition in spite of the fact that so many school groups
have lost valuable rehearsal time from all the snow days." One
romp coming from Evansville. Ind.,(Evansville North Ifigh
• hool) will participate in the festival. hut must return home
before the evening concerts. Although there is no admission fee.
donations to the festival fund will he accepted and appreciated
Saxophonist and Clinician Jamey Aehersold is a native of New
Albany, Ind. He attended college at Indiana t Iniversity and gratlii
:11-r1 in 1962 with a Masters Degree in Saxophone and was awardhrl .11) Honorary Doctorate of Music by Indiana University III 199?
lie also play% piano, bass and banjo at a professional level In
I 9149. the International Association of Jazz litlucators inducted
Jamey into their Hall of Fame, joining Count Basic. Duke
Ellington, Charlie Parker. and Louis Armstrong as previous hon
(trees. Ile has played with countless ja/z legends through the years
including J.J. Johnson, James Moody and Bobby Mew. Achersold
is an internationally-known player and authority on jazz education
and improvisation. and developed a highly successful series of
Play-A-1„ong books and CDs for the development of improvisational skills. His Summer Jazz Workshops have traveled to
Australia. New Zealand. Gemiany. England, Scotland. Denmark
and Canada. These camps employ many of the finest playerue.o h
erg in jazz and arc open to any serious WI student regardless of
ability or age.
Pianist Luke Gillespie holds both the Bachelor of Music and
Master of Music in Jazz Studies from Indiana I !niversity its well
as a Doctorate in Music (Piano i from the same institution. tie is
presently Associate Professor of Music at Indiana University. An
active performer of jazz and classical piano music, Gillespie hits
been the recipient of numerous awards. tie has recorded with the
Arts Center Jazz Collective. David Baker, Steve Davis. Everett
Greene. Dan Perantoni. Rufus Reid. Eugene Rousseau. Dottier,:
Spent. Wanda Stafford anti Tom Walsh. He has performed with
Aebersold. Benny Colson. Bunky Green. Jimmy Heath. Steve
Houghton, Ingrid Jensen. Kelley Johnson. Pat LaBarbera. David
Liebman, James Moody, Chris Potter anti Jim Snidero. Professor
Gillespie has published articles on the aesthetics of jazz and class!
cal music. and a recent book. Stylistic II/V7/1 Voicing% fin
Keyboardists. His recent solo jazz piano CD, Footprints. was
released on RIAX records tic is in demand as performer. teacher
and clinician in Europe, Japan, anti thc United States.
Bassist Tyrone Wheeler is recognized as one 4)1 thc leading
acoustic and electric bassists in the region Ile is a student of all
styles, having studied classical, jazz anti popular styles. Wheeler
was the recipient of a National Endowment of the Arts grant to
study with jazz. great Rufus Reid. Wheeler's diverse performing
skills have placed him on stage with artists such as Little Anthony
and Cab Calloway. David Liebman and Helen Humes. Slide
Hampton and Suzanne Sommers. FE Johnson and Michelle
Hendricks. Buddy Rich and Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson to mention
but a few. tic also has extensive stage and show experience having
performed for "Ain't Misbehavin." "Catnelot," "South Pacific:and "The Rot:ky Horror Picture Show" at Louisville's Actor's
Theater. Wheeler is a valued member of thc Jatney Aehersold
Summer Jaz/ Workshops. teaching bass master class and ensein
hies. In addition. hc has recorded a number of albums in the
Aehersold Play-along series. Drummer Jonathan Higgins was
horn in Lexington. While learning to play the drums hy eat. he
studied with drummer Robert Shy and his older brother. the late
Norman Higgins. Higgins started playing professionally around
the Lexington arca at age 13. When he was 14, he sat in and
played three song% with Duke Ellington and his Orchestra in
Lexington. Ellington was so impressed with the gifted drummer
that he invited him to tour with his hand. Higgins father. although
proud. wanted the youth to complete his education anti declined
the offer. Higgins has played with Les McCann and Eddie Harris.
Ilis skills have placed him on stage with artists such as Colman
Hawkins. Art Farmer, Hon Menta, Charlie RIAISC, Hon Braden,
Stanley Turrentine. Hank Mar, Bob Mintier, Rohm liuhanks. Bill
Watrous, Carl Fontana. Frank Morgan. Rufus Reid, Steve Alice.
Dan Faehnle. Hobby Floyd and Dave Stryker.

r

Pictured above is the Murray State University Jazz Orchestra with its
director, Todd E Hill
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Attention
Parents:
!its!! ollow.iy
I lersti.stinfy St 1'4,01

Registration for Calloway County Schools'
2010-2011 Primary 1 / Kindergarten Program
Children who will be fl%01 (5) years of age on or before
Oc tober 1,2010 are eligible to attend Calloway County's
full day Primary 1 / Kindergarten program.
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Ntil tit c ii!loway
I lementilly St boo!
'11 fl Ili Into It(1.141 •
.,.1 1'11'1;101

It I tt.i

• 4 4't

Thursday, March 18,2010
9:00 am & 5:00-7:00 pm
School Cafeteria

tiouthwyst Colloway
Eleimiltoty StIwo!
:44 "ft Wi+well

rtlitc

Parents should bring the following items:

/70 76/ t-3-41*

• A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital bath rertlficate cannot he a« epted)

• An up-to-dati. Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• A copy of the student'c So( i

I Security ,t, I

• A Kentucky Preventative Health Care Examination form
(Physowls doted pout to August 4.1009((toilet be ukcepted)

CALLOWA)
COUNTY
SCHOOLS
WWW.CALLOWAY.KYSCHOOLS.US

• A Kentucky Eye Examination Form

wmpleted by an

optometrist or opthalmuloyist will be required by Jan. 1,201 I.
Kentucky Dental Screening Examination Form completed
by a dentist,dental hygienist, physician,registered nurse,
advanced registered nurse practitioner,or physician assistant
will be required by Jan. 1,2011.
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2010

riesL »1":4«

i7t4w7

perry R 73)
'REipurt)R8
'The following relate Mu
OS

V

I IMMEDIATE OPENING

npgrointroords harry

NEED EXTRA CASH?
'• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay

road* in the
all.oray litstrbit C,ourt
All rimimo against thew
boon

oppointrnonlo nhould

filed with the clerk and
the ndielary within nix
month. th• ditto of p131

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Murray Ledger & Times

Fatale of Elixabett, R
Pritiker. 913 N lath 9s
Murray. Ky 42071
10 l' 4.3, Eldora'',
tbeherd 8 Prirkns
249 Applownnt1Rii
Murray. Ky 42071
Attorney Trovor l'olP171/1
sip M•in
Murrnr, Ky
421,71, Appoin tool
3 1 14110

Must have own automobile. good drivi.ng
record and vehicle insurance Six day per
week delivery Interested persons should
come by and pick up an application at
The Murray tedger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave

P:rrtat.
Itonn1r1
Moor!, 1517 The ,nno
Mornay. Ky 4207i
10 r 50, ridorInry
%Film 1.1 Henry
In17 The Lane
Murray Ky 42071

Attorney Wilbert) c
Attempt P(/ Roe 1419
Morro,/ Kr 42071,
Appointed:34-A PIO
estate ar fierthy I.
Brandon, 198 Midway Rd
Mort./ Kr 42071.
lo P 22, Fiduciary Joel.,
Firma horman, 3M1
Wowed Kr1 Weet.
A food .ettlement of the •
Ky 49071
ocrounto hno boon f11191
Attorney William
talloprir I/intros roort
Aii•ms, PO Flos 1114
by Gto Rhattacheryn,
. Murray, Ky 42071,
Fameutor in the E.tate of
Anointed 1 20 2111"
Anne McDougal Adam.
Kash. Jeremy Spann
Remption. to thoi
300 Geol. 'it Hemel. Kt
',lent moot be filed in de
42049.10- 3.10duciary
t'allymory (nanny I hainrt
'10.1ft Orr
Kirke. fipann, 122
bffore thr
iaretogo
flooring, whiely fa eel for
Dr Mummy. Kr
p
491171 ; Attorney fiery
10 on the 22 day of
Mnr.b, 2010
fla.ndoelt. Pt) Roe 107S
Morn., Ky 42t171.
1.1nris A...rya lreuit ("ourt
Appointed 1 2 2001
('lerk
Advertise ihde Mareh II,
Retro. of Kmmn J
aren
Frank., 1140 Lancaster
Rd,
Murray, Ky 42071
LEOALN(TPICE,
P 12, Fiduciary
Prneet
A final settlement of the
2A9 WP.Ins
Dr Murray Kr 42071
merunix ha*
filed in
Attorney
edloway Morel Court
W
linen. PO Rol tfie.
by Janice M.-Clerd and
Norton Ky 42025.
Larry Rutter, /IR CO.
Aornont.sol 3 /4 2010
Elecutort in the Rotate of
Lillian
PALM. nr Hsirry
Jrnsen,
Reception. to Mi. mettleMin Finley Rd Dexter Kv
ment muxt he filed in the
42038
Fiductery
Menthe
Cmmtv Haruki
P Crick 471 Finley lid
Court on or before the
Hester. Ky 42.13a,
hesr•ng. which io pet for
Attorney
A
WOO ro on the 22 dny nf
Gregory,
Jr
Meech, 2010
204
h
9t
oft
Linda Avery/CO.1dt 4'nurt
Clerk
NOTI('I T31
Advection Date• Marrh 11.
('R131111TOR
2010
LRGAI, NOTICE
The Following Giordion
appointmenta hare been
A Mai nettlement of the
med.
in he Callowey
accounts hen hem filed in
County Dixtrirt Cour Ali
Callowey Pletriet Court
Osten.
ogninot thee.
by norms,
fitacy, ei
appointments should le
Guardian in the rotate of
flied with the fiduciary
Thus Stacy Exceptione
within sit montha of the
this eettlement mumt
dote of qualification
filed in the Calloway
County Metre-1 Court on
IN RE
or before the hearing,
Teri. lee Mcleod. 111
which im 'yet for 9 00 a m
Rendefield
on the 22 day of Mereh,
Tarroinguni Kr 42040.
2010
lob:liar) Cherie. and
Lines Ayeryalreuit Court
Roma. Conley, 133
Clerk
Rendefield Ione
Advertire Ilate Mareh 11.
F.rmington. Kr 42040.
2010
AtIn•eney N'A
AppoIntwl
3.ft 2010
LE41.1.1, N(MCE
A final eettlement of the
amount. has been filed in
refine. Ih.triet ('nurt
by Jam. 1/ Hort. ao
Execomr in the Emote of
Barba. Ann Ilmowell
Hart F.xception. in thie
aettlyment mon he filed
in the Celloway County
I
Dintne l'ouri on or before
AD FOR ONLY
the hearing, which in eet
for 9 no s m on the 22 day
MAO SIR
Marrh. 2010
MONTH
Linda Avery/Cirruit Court
Clerk
CALL 733-1014
Ad.rtiee Date Mereh t I
20M

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
Nurse Practitioner or
Physician Assistant

trfolIt

II

In
Auto !neurones
Low down payments
Devld Rome)
,

fluid be stow;
fin OM V 585
pet month
lo 20 woods
(2714753 1916

Pri

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
this first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Lodger &
Times will be rasporitable for only one
incorrect Insertion
Arty error should he
reported Immediately
so corrections con
be mimic
THE it
-unity Liniger &
Time, considers Its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using thrs
Information do so at
their own risk Although
persons end companies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep
testae. The Murray
Ledoer A Times. nor
any nt Its employees
occept nny responerbility whetsoever for their
activities

Car

awl round
JUST give us a cell,
we'll be glad to help.
Your loved ono we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
rrtends
It the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916

Dinner Bell
112 mile from Jonathnn Creet8ndge
Thurs.-Sat. 4-8:30 p.m.
Sunday 12-7.30 p.m.

pening March 12th
(270)354-6521

P

MEDICAL CENTER
I WI South 1201 Street
%turret,. K1 42071
270-759-92(X)
-TPIrtteittARS' ItoRTICULTURAL
AGRI('ULTITRAI. LABOI
04 20-101S) 10 1 10 KY10394419 14 OPENINGS)
Jackie Careon Farms Murray, KY
11501-10 TO 11 15-10 KYielesiS47 OPE:NINO&
Kennith MCruiston Murrny. KY
04.20.10 TO 12 20 10 KV/0394877 17 OPENINGS)
Eddie Ward Farm. Hazel. KY
05•25-10 TO 12-21,-10 KYireaceseerc ()PENIN(18i
Jackie Carnon Farm. 2 Murray, KY
0415-10 TO 01.10,11 KYS0395963 OPENINGS11
Neilson Key Mum., KY
o4-2o-10 T001.01-11 KY00395951 OPENINGH)
Heath Shelton Hirzel, KY
TOBACC(// FARM LARORM Nt1RAFRY
LARORF.Ii
Wow 27 25110 00 101314 Contrect Hour.
guaranteed. n11 tooln and oquip at no chnrgo
Howling provided for thowe beyond ram-outing at
no met Tranaportatinn end ouheintence pey, after
Net of contract completed Ttaneport daily In
worknite Apply for thi. job et the ...est °Men of
State LS ;rkforre Agency in thle.tate. uning Joh
order nurnhorm ithrsvp with n cony of thin
nrIvortinernont Ruhjoct to random drug beet

employers mist

Or Hely 68E

SPECIAL!!!
Int% foci 5

Primary Care Medical Center is requesting an
expenereed licented, full time A R NI' PA-C
to nen their staff for physulan's office
xcellent henefirs and compentation package
offered Artido linty MIty apply in person or
wild Jesuitic to

.
1 4'4

All lino ads
peacips:1 In our
PeFer ars
poatod on our
reoblifte for

Mur

et

TEMPORARY AGRICULTURAL LABOR
04/24/2010 10 12(3112010 - KY/0396078
Workman Farms, Hazel, KY (18 openings)
Temporary Tobacco Farm Labor L abor
Wage $7 25/$8 29 hr Depending on crop
activity. 3/4 contracl hours guaranteed All tools
and equip furnished at no charge Housing
provided for those beyond commuting at no
cost Trensportation and subsistence pay. after
50% of contract completed 1 Transport daily to
work site Appiy for this job at nearest Offlce
of State Workforce Agency in this state Using
Job order numbere above with e c.opy of this
advertisement Subject to random dnig and
alcohol tests at employers expense

wiets4
PART-TIME landscape
design and layout
293-3161
LOCAL building material retailer has openrng for office personnel Applicant fr11181
have pleasant phone
voice. velid drivers
license. dependeble
transportation. and
enthusiastic customer
service attitude
Knowledge of
Microsoft E XCPI Word.
and Outlook is
requeed along with
accurate compriter
date entry ekills
Poeition tiegin,: as
parttime with potential
to become full-time
Please send resumes
to PO Box 1040-1.
Murray, KY 42071

reanets Winos
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
HAVE YOUR WINTERS OFFI
Now HirIng For The
2010 Season
Various part time
positions including
Store clerics, Dock
Hands, Holisekeeping,
Great for
Rebreea'second robs
Beginning March.
2010
Appricetions accept
ed.
Sportsmen's Anchor
Resod & Manna
Benton KY
Pleese Call For
Appointment
270-354 -6568

I

II

1/2‘

lc
hula
fum
chat
wait
lar
tired
1V4:I I

VISA la

*anted

4
E
14ornos bot Wel
T(
il
.
A.
74-63GS
ICI=11
AN exciting opportuni
k (CZ
1984 14x70 Buccanee
ty exists for hardwork,II'ST ARKIN 1-1)
2BR. 2BA. C/H/A,
ing. ambitious indlvidu
Spring & '111111111er
great
ale who are eager to
condition
I landbaes & Jewelry •
learn and ready to
$10,500
Located
All New Italian
Coach Estates C-2
becomt part of a
1 itahlon Sunglas,
270-227-1485
dynamic teem Pulmo
Select items 20'4
Dose, a %tech
MANAGERS Special
Booth
NM
itisettiocere Co, is now [41
New 24 X 40
• Trends St Treasures Mali
hiring cortifind/11cArneed
3 Bed. Beth HUMS
(Old Uncle Jeff's Building)
Respiratory
•
Delivered and setup
•
Therapist ancVor
•
•
•
•
Only $39 999 Come
Registered Nurses to
and see
join our clinical team
Call Clayton Homes
Our Respiratory
Wanted
731-584-9429
Clinicians are responsible for providing teleNEW 2048 home
MURRAY Rental &
BUYING
phonic support regard3 Had, 2 Bath House
Sales Immediate
Junk
cars.
ervi
trucks
ing respiratory equip•
only 549.999
opennig for parl-time
tractors 438-5235,
Mintinutholtes and
Delivered and setup
Shop Mechanic Apply
227
6004
education to patients.
ends 3-15 10
in person 200 East
BUYING old CI§ Coln
caregivers, referral
Cali Clayton Homes
Main St Murray 753collections.
Paying
sources, and field
731-584-9429
8201
Blue Book value
staff Schedule may
NATIONAL Mfg, Co.
New year new home
293-6999
Include nights and/or
accepting applications
14X70 2010 model
weekends All posifor senior administraCASH paid for
3 bed. 2 bath home
tions for Rotech
tive aesistant Salary &
good used guns
$29.999 delivered and
require minimum eduprofit share Rectum°
Benson Sporting
set Ends 3-15-10
cational background of
NMC(HR Dept)632 N
Goods 519 S 12th.
Call Clayton Homes
high seer. ool diploma or
12th St., Suite 168.
Murray
711 5f14 9429
GED equivalent
Murray, KY 42071
Prease notify llS of
LOOKIN
G
tor
lend
NATIONAL Mfg Co
your interest by entailmet For Rent I
hiring sales reps. contract or rent to
ing us at
own 978-9351
above avg pay, generresume pulmodoseer
ous commissions. work
3 BEDROOM mottio
otech corn or you can
from home, pre -quail
home.
stop into OW facility to
had leads. Resume
293-6116
complete en applicaNMC (HR Dept). 632
tion. M-F 8am-5pm.
N 12th St Sone 16R. GOLF cede. 2 electric,
3BR $400/mo
el120 Max Hurt Drive
Includes water & lawnMurray, KY 42071
gas 293 6430
Murray, KY 42071
care 1 yr lease
TEMPORARY.
We Rre an Equal
of L.AYING Hons.
required
openings. 6 Tobacco 759-6448
Opportunity Employer
270-7531219
& Hay/Straw. Row
Crops &
General
FOR
SALE,
DOUBLEWIDE 3 BR,
1)1SCLAIMER
Agricultural Workers
21 Storage, ltrits
$700/mo includes
When at eating the
Needed
Potential Incoma
270-7531219
'help scented itt Hon
Employer
Rodney
5950/mo
1,ur rlavolied.
Black & Swift Farms5115,000 otio
wehpage at
Calloway County. KY
[
1111----lerFnt
227-3881
murrayiedget 1,1n,
Dates:
4/15/201°22742110
will he teritretted
12/10/2010
Wages:
to fohnetwork 1.0111
1 OR 2br apts near
S7.25 - 8.00/hour 3/4
Ry default.
PIANO, $500 firm, downtown
Murray
of
hours listed on job
Murray and loyal joh
excellent condition.
Lease and deposit
order
guaranteed
haling. will appear on
293-7252
required 753-4109
Work tools will be prothis seheie
vided at no cost. Free
However
IBR next to MSU,
s national
housing provided to
*thane not all hating.
laundry on site, small
on !he pohnetwork com
those who cennot reapet, $325/mo
are plated through
sonably retum to their
270-356-0459
LARGE
the Murray ledger
permanent residence
SELECTION
1BR. price reduced.
dr limes Plea. tall
each working day
various locations
/All you have any
Transportation & sub- -USED AMMAN(t"
Coleman RE
quemom regarding
sistence paid when
WARD EINIINS
753-9898
the Milroy area
50s/0 of contract rs met
edr: f
nrh toting. Thank you
Phystcally able to meet
2
bedroom apartments
(270)75
3-1713
& perform all job speciavailable One year
fications
1611
May
be
DO you love worldrig
lease. one month
required to take ranHorns Furnishings
with kids?
deposit. no pets Call
dom
drug
and/or
alcoWee Care Enterprises
753-2905
hol
tests
May
be CARRAWAY Furniture
may be lust the place
required to submit to a
Mattress Sal& Sets. 2BR near MSli. applifor youl Full time and
arices furnished.
criminal
backgrou
nd starling at $149 95
part time positione
C/H/A. Coleman RE
check Apply for this 105 N 3rd 753-1502
available
753-9898
job at the nearest KY
Apply et.
Office of Employment
Wee Care
3BR, 2BA, no pets
Lam Garden
& Training Division of
109 S. 15th St.
$700/mo s $700
Workforce
Murray. KY 42071
06 John Deere X700
deposit. 293-5423
Employm
ent
Services
(270)753-5227
98hrs, 54" deck/
Office using job order
38R. 2BA. very nice.
hydraulic operated
numbor KY0396200
rinsT iiapitst Church
1800
Valley
front blade
Dr.
of Clinton KY is seek
$700/mo 753-5344.
270-963 1750
ing ri full time pastor
Resume accompanied
by CD7DVD may be
1
sent to Pestor Search
Affordable, loving
childcare
Committee 320
in my home
Mayfield Rd Clinton
Ref available 270
KY 42031
293-9794

MILIr

paint
two
troup
rain

BUNG

7

into
itaztr- Savi
ngs!

FULL-TIME SEASONAL CUSTOMER service position opening at
the Murray Country
Club Pio Shop Prior
golf knovAedge preferred Einail resume
to proshopofmurray
cc murray-ky.net
or mail to PO Box 310,
Murray KY 42071
GIBSON truck lines is
taking applications for
full-time OTR dnvers
and part-time dnvens
Must pass DOT d.,'s
and physical. be at
mast 25 years old.
have al least 3 years
verifiable OTR expert
ence in last 5 years no
accidents or maror
moving violations on
MVR. 270-761-0191
M-F K00-4:00.
LOCAL expedtte com
party Seeking an OTR
driver wet accept teens
or singles No CDL
needed No logging
Clean MVR
580-794 0402

subse
'
ribe to the

!RIMY

LEDGER&T1MES
I
HOUSE a. Office
cleaning References
293-3253
KIDZTOWN Academy
is
now
accepting
enroilment for children
6wks 10yrs. Space
are kneed' FOf more
inforrnation check out
our website www.kiz townscademy com Or
call 761-5439. Located
at 1306 S 12th St.

Horne Delivery
',octal Mail
3 rim.
.......$304$
6 mo.
fi34 00
$55.00 3 me,
6
1 yr.
yr. -.411006
Rerit of K1i/TN
Ponn,

I IMO
6 inn.
1 yr
1
Cheek

All Other Mail
Sabecelptions
$70.50
$75.00
ata
MOO 6 mo.
$96.00
$120.00 1 Nr.
$145.00
_J
Money Ordpr
‘igit
Pnichanfi,

11-H
JAC

SA1

rot r

IF Yi
/01

IMP
C0a

TH4
B RI
We
MA
STAF
8:0C

DON

Ong) i
Maws

'320
/
1
41

4BR. C/
ances
753-9891

Canal
Eas
Ap
I NO's E
Murra
Redrot
271
TDD I
q‘e
DUPLE)
all epee
ed. Call
EXCEP1
nice, lart
with decl
storage.
includinc
dryer, ar
$510/mc
293-70a
LARGE
newly re
campus.
$600 wa
trash fun
pets.759
4600
NICE.
smoke fr
yr leas
226-8001
1. 2 & 3
We ac
8
APPIY a'
902 N
Wedne
Phoni
Equi
Op
Inn ift

2 BR, 2
decorate
tal. 1005
Murray J
$400 del
Availabk
(270)52;
2BR. 1-E1
er, gas t
$375/mc
pets. 49

Name
I St Address
City_

MDM COMPUTERS
Service,Sales
fiyuya.ra-Upgrados
759 3556
*11111C

Bvy

LANT1OUES. Call
753 3633

Larry

I State

;
Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail thia coupon with
mnt to.
Murray I eager Time.
PO. Hoz 1(1441
Murray. KV 42'071
12701 753 11316

MI
8

y Ledger & I Imea

Murray Ledger & I imes

CLASSIFIEDS

011:1111•FAIMINIZ

Saturday, March B,2010•10 a.m.

Lake Prisiserty

[
11121:110 Cif%

Thursday, March 11, 2010 • 38
530
Services Offered

it ell
Ffi 'I im
Ncr'pm
Non 5 pin
Wed ' p.m
Thuf II IA
Thuf'pin

VISA

TRAVIS
ASPHAI:I'

-fl
e
c14eseis For
Wel
984 14x70 Buccanee
!BR. 28A. C/11/A
ire&
condition
;10,500.
Located
;oach Estates C-2
'70-227-1465.
AANAGERS Special
Oew 24 X 40
Bed, 2 Bath Home
)(slivered arid setup
Mly S39.999 Come
ind see
;all Clayton Homes
'31-584-9429
VFW 24X48 home
3 Red 2 Bath 1101199
Mly S-49.999
3elivered and setup
eids 3-15 10
:all Clayton Homes
r31-584-9429
eew year new home
I4X70 2010 model
3 bed. 2 bath home
629.999 delivered and
let. Ends 3-15-10
:all Clayton Homes
r I 5B4 9429

Homes For Rent]

I BEDROOM
iome
'93-6118

mobile

IBR $400/mo
ncludes water & lawnare lyr lease
required
'70-7531219

)0UBLEWIDE 3 BR,
.700/mo includes odaes_ 270-7531219
320
For Rsint

OR 2br apts nea
owntown
Murray.
ease and deposit
reeked. 753-4109

BR next to MSU,
undry on site. small
at, $325/mo
'70-358-0459

3R. pnce reduced.
mous locations
aleman RE
63-98913

bedroom apartments
:killable. One year
ase one month
posit, no pets. Cell
3-2905.

IR near MSU. appices furnished,
1-1/A Coleman RE
3-9898

2BA. no pets00/mo + S700
posit. 293-5423

R. 2BA. very nice.
DO
Valley
Dr.
30/mo 753-5344

?to
rings.

SAT. MARCH 13TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT DIE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY

ww.u sor nos

JAMES R. CASH
ICI

[

L2rI

270.,„.„,„

[vraPrw."

JUNK
REMOVAL

TIIIES
bocal Mail

WAREHOUSE.S

11

11{W.I1W
$13‘.00]I
....
.....4110.08

I

11 Other Mail
i
labiserlptkinii
....... ....S75.00

Virtu

p

Time.

3071
191K

WC

SIFIEDS

•Sullivan College of HAUST SELL!,
Single
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Technology and Design wide ir park near town
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn,
LAKE LOG
Lynn Grove. KY.
A LAMS Home
seeking
is
a part-time owner financeng avaiiFrom Mayfield, KV take Hwy. KO F:ast
*ADVERTISERS You
CABIN
to Hwy. 121 through
Improvement
HVAC-R
instructor able
2. AC - $69 900
Coldwater, K1' to Hwy. 1836 So. If ollow to
Call 270-926Additions, Remodeling, can place a 25-word
auction. From
Bachelor s
degree. 3352
Free Boat Slips
Murray. KV take Hwy. 94 Nest to I s
Roofing Vinyl Siding. classified ad in 70
1.reve. Sign!. posted.
teaching or related
Laminate
We ssill MM.! Ai
We Finance
F loors. Kentucky newspapers experienL
REAL ESTATE
d fli 011 d huge
and nk
• ,t 4,0'1;1,
,
ham,
e
desired
New log cabin kit &
for as letle as $250 with
Repairs.
workers
alas lathe - heavy duty cut of saw nice
cornp
hollandmot
orsales-co
m
Documented OSHA 10 *Lake Log Cabin
drafting table - Delta floor mr.lel
beautifully wooded
one
order one pay2. ACInsured
trill press a nice 7 venter 12 speed
270-753-4461
heavy duty drill press
take ac,cess selling on
Hilton
ment For information. or higher training and S69.900 Free Boat
227-2617
Arid Anderson band till.: • hench grinderEPA
on stand - small shop press also
160.000 acre recre
hazardou
s
subSlips. New log cabin kit 7
contact the classified
a large heavy duty ahoy
ANDRUS Excavating
2004
- Uraftsnian free mending bench grinder 4
anonal lake in
stance disposal certifi- & beautifully
department
wooded
of this
and Septic Systems
DeVialt rode grinder - utility 2K) welder
accent
hatchback
Kentucky'
c
a
tio
n
- a electrical saw blade
lake access setting on newspaper or caii KPS
welder - indoor dual collector - a thermolyn
7100-miles, 37-42mpg, Dozer. back hoe, and
Excetient financing
skoppel
fisctd
e trot plate on stand drum
edu
160.000 acre recre1-502-223-8821
track
outlier - pans washer - old heavy shop s ive hoe
work
10yr/100.000 mile warCall nosy 1-800-704EOE
small hos
with - Mels akee
ational
lake
in:
Installation and repair •Become
heat gun heavy hump puller set
ranty, $13,000
3154. x 3439
Dietary
saws - hammer% • lot of %mall and
Kentucky!
Excellent
on septic systems
INSTRUCTIONAL
large wrenches - open and box of pipe
293-1193. 293-982'4
Manager
(Average
wrenches - sockets - steel hits - fine
financing. Call now 1E ow offering septic annual
turniture clamps - holt cutter - machinest tool box
salary $40,374) •AIRLINES ARE HIRand tools - Echo 3400
For Sals
800 704-3154 x3434
tunk pumping Major m
ham %ay. - Echo gas line trimmer • la.kmand%
eight
months
in
online
ING.
0%
Train
tot
for high pay
5-years on
- 445 Ihs wring bras% front
tedit cards accepted
•
- fishing tackle - rods and reels - I trail pack
SPORTING/SPOR T
program offered by
201,0 Yarls. Corolla.
Aviation
RESIDENTIAL bulic
sectional fishing rod
e-0404
large fur trap - electric lawn mower - a iraruet
1NG GOODS
Tennesse
e
TechnologV Maintenance Career
Matrix. Camry.
ng lois Ica sale
%et - a real nice rubber
iired wagon with sides - We will *aim at
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Center at Elizabethion
FAA approved program •Gun Show March
(Ex. Hybrid) Avalon,
12 noon to sell the furniture - ;
Southside. Loch
13SERVICE & PARTS Details www ttceliza- Financial
piece *dna= sei - nice hide-a-bed wife - nice
Rave. Highlander
aid
Lomond St Dead end
quali- 14. Sat. 9-5. Sun 9-4
floral Iota - add chair% (270) 293-8726 OR bethton.edu,
recliner - two knee hole desk - lamp table%
1-888- fied- Housing available Lawrenceburg,
Street Near colleoe &
Tundra.
electric wwing machine
KY,
759-5534
microwave with stand - typewriter table - nice framed
986-2368 or email patn- Cal! Aviation Institute of
schools 978-1707
End,Asiril 5.
pictures - some oil
Eagle Lake Expo &
Chu,
.
ih
roc
paintings roarktrec
cia
elizabeth- Maintenance (888)349- Conventi
tread mill computer rocking Nam: staight chair
between AN187PM
on
Center
Tolota of &Surrey.
two entertainment centers ton.edu
only.
sets of steel wheels - farm gate - water
5387
(1006 Eagle Lake Rd)
trough - Many other Ilene. not listed in die
753-4961
il aih min Auction held
WOODED lot in
*DIVORCE with or with- *ATTEND COLLEGE Buy Sell Trade Info
rain or shine Not responsible
Campbell Estates
out children $125. With ONLINE from Horne (563)927-8176
-Pe)ieu. scak-oraing
SOO
1414 Oakhill Dr ,
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Looking Back
10 years ago
The Kentucks. Transportation
Cabinet of Department of HighWays will temporanly close
Industrial Road (Ky. 2594) 3/10
of a mile north of Ky. 94 East
later this month to replcea crossdrain pipe.
In the First Regional Ladies
Basketball Tournament, Marshall
County won 68-38 over Carlisle
County and Lone Oak won 4940 over Mayfield.
Michael David Hornbeck of
Murray, first year law student
at the University of Arkansas,
has been named to the dean's
list for the fall semester
20 years ago
Dr. Harvey: Elder spoke about
"Let Freedom Ring" at a meeting of the Captain Wendell
Oury Chapter of the Daughters
of Amencan Revolution held at
the Boston Tea Party, Murray.
Calloway County Lakers lost
81 to 79 to Mayfield Cardinals
in the semi-finals of the First
Regional High School Basketball Tournament at Nlayfield.
High team scorer for Calloway
was Kelly.
Births reported include a boy
to Sherry and Tracy Wimberly,
a girl to Tina and Jeffrey Madison. a girl to Gerrie and Perry
Seys and a girl to Kimberly and
Ronald Myers, March 7.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of Mrs.
Edna McKinney being presented a service award for 15 years
of service as a postal clerk at
the New: Concord Postoffice.
Postmaster Tim Graves made the
presentation.
New officers of the League
of Kentucky Sportsmen for the
First District are Bob Strode,
president: Paul Black, vice president, and David Walker, secreLaryereastirer
Murray State University Racers won 70-62 over Alabama in

the National Invitational Basket
ball Tournament at Tuscaloosa,
Ala. A bus for a Luse number
of fans to attend the game was
chartered.
40 years ago
James L. Harmon, a member
of the Murray Lions Club, spoke
on "Lion Information and Founding of Lions International" at a
meeting of the club :at the Murray Woman's Club house
Carol Rolfe Boaz was chosen as "Young Career Woman"
by the Murray Business & Professional Women's Club.
Mrs. Harold
Eversmeyer
spoke on 'It's What You Do
With What You Have" at a meeting of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
50 years ago
Dr. Hugh M. McElrath, local
denitist, has been selected to
receive an award for mentorous
association during the past century of the Kentucky Dental Association
Recent births reported by the
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bud Hooks, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie
Miller, a boy to Mr. and kffs.Stanley: Bennett, a girl to Mr. and
airs. Leslie H. Freeman, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Lassiter,
a boy to Mr and Mrs. E.L.
Dertch, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
JOe Easley, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Bowman, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Bowers,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs,Chlton
Campbell. and a girl to Mr and
Mrs. Nelson Garland.
60 years ago
Jeanette Paschall, 8th grade
student at Hazel High School,
is winner of the Safety Slogan
Contest. sponsored by the Calloway County Urut of the Parent-Teacher Association.
Billy Jae Sanders of Murray
has been named as head coach
of the lalcCauley Mattary School
at Chattanooga, Tenn.

COMICS / FE VIA RES
Girl's arrival turns drinks
for two into party of three
DEAR ABBY: Last week
I suggested to a co-worker,
"Zack," that 1 treat him to a
beer after work. Before our
pints arrived, he disappeared
to a corner of the pub to text
on his phone. and 10 minutes
late. his girlfriend showed up.
Her
being
there obligated me to
huy her a
drink, and it
derailed the
work-related
discussion I
had initially.
had in mind.
Dear Abby
The following
By Abigail
Monday, I
Van Buren
mentioned
to Zack that
he should have asked me first
if it was OK to bring someone else. He was none too
pleased to hear that I thought
his behaviot was rude. How
far off base was 1? I'll bow
to your opinion. -- WONDERING
IN
WESTMOUNT,
CANADA
DEAR WONDERING: Did
Zack know when you invited
him for a beer that you wanted to discuss business? If not,
then you're being too hard on
him. But if he did know, then
asking his girlfriend to join
you was presumptuous -- and
he should have offered to pay
for her drink in any case.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My 12-yearold daughter, "Jenne," is in
the closet -- literally. About a
week ago, she moved into her
closet. She put hcr dresser in
there, threw some blankets on

Today In History
By 'The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, March I I,
the 70th day of 2010. There are
295 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March i 1 , 1985, Mikhail
S. Gorbachev was chosen to succeed the late Soviet President Konstantin U. Chernenko
On this date
In 18(0, French Emperor
Napoleon I was married by proxy
to Archduchess Marie Louise of
Austria
In 1861, Me Constitution of

the Confederate States of Amer;
ca was adopted during a conventron in Montgomery, Ala.
In 1888, the famous Blizzard
of '88 began inund,ating the northeastern United Stases, resulting in
some 400 deaths
In 1930, former President and
Chief Justice William Howard Taft
was buried in Arlington National
Cemetery
In 1942, as Japanese forces
continued to advance in the Pacific during World War II, Gen. Douglas MacArthur left the Philip-

pines for Australia. (MacArthur,
who subsequently vowed, "I shall
return.- kept that promise more
than 2 I/2 years later.)
In 1965, the Reverend James
Reeh. a white minister from
Boston, dted after being beaten
hy whites during
nghts disturbances in Selma„kla.
Ten years ago• Ricardo Lagos
was sworn in as president of Chile,
the second socialist to take the
rxist since Salvador Allende was
killed in a 1973 coup

Murray Ledger & I lines

Patient takes a raft of
pills daily

the floor and that's where she
hangs out now. When asked
why she doesn't hang out in
her room, she says, "I just
like it in the closet."
Some of her girlfnends alaim
to be bisexual or gay. Is she
telling me that she's "in the
closet" or is she messing with
my mind? Some of her friends
are into cutting, and Jenna
seems to be cunous about it.
I don't know: what to make of
any of this. Any advice? -CONCERNED IN HOUSTON
CONCERNED:
DEAR
How close are you and your
daughter? Are you the kind of
mother she feels safe talking
to about anything that might
be troubling her?
Happy, outgoing girls don't
usually take refuge in dark, confined spaces. She may be overwhelmed or depressed, or something may be going on in
Jenna's life she needs help
with but is afraid to tell you.
Stay closer to your daughter
for a while. If her change in
behavior persists, keep probing until you find out what's
going on.
Cutting can be an attempt
to tnask emotional pain, and
if she starts, a licensed psychotherapist should be consulted
•••

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother. Pauline Phillips.
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The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Aveiage; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
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be overprescribed. Overdose refers
to the intentional Of accidental
ingesticrn of a much higher than
recommended dose of a given
medication I strongly urge you
to make a list of all your medications, their strengths and the
number of times per day you take
each one. Request an appointment
with your physician to discuss the
regimen you are on. Ask what,
if anything, can be reduced or
eliminated. Keep in rrund that
some medications prescribed for
a specific condition are sometimes
used for an entirely. unrelated disorder. And they work well. So
determine why you are taking
each prescription and if there are
common side effects of which
you should be aware. For example, Lyrics is commonly prescribed
for fibromyalgia, pain from shingles. partial seizures and se N.eral
other conditions. Split doses are
taken twice daily. Perhaps the prescribed dose was too strong initially, or it reacted adversely. with
one of the other medications you
are taking. Side effects of Ly.nca
depend on the amount prescrihed.
Higher doses are more likely to
cause dizziness, sleepiness, blurred
vision, weight gain and dry mouth
than are lower ones. This is true
of many medications -- both prescription or over-the-counter drugs.
I cannot comment on whether
the woman interview.ed on television abuses drugs. From what
little you said about the show, It
appears she does have a problem. What 1 must emphasize
emphatically is that absolutely no
one should take medication presenbed for SOMeOfie else. Drugs
can tnteract adversely, and the
risk is compounded if a person
is on more than one drog. Unfortunately, bast reactions aren't discovered until they occur, winch,
in some eases, might be too late

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for
Friday, March 12, 2010:
This year, you often feel frustrated, as you have many great
ideas but might not be sure
about their success. Build your
sense of security and confidence. Take your time plottina
your course. If you are single,
you could meet someone who
you find quite enchanting.
Check out this person with care.
You won't know who he or she
really is for at least a year. If you
are attached, the two of you benefit from taking getaways
together.
Love
abounds.
AQUARIUS reads you cold.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently.
on a popular TV program. a person was commenting on addictive drug usage. She was borrowing drugs from other people and
also taking what she was prescribed.
For some
time now. I
have thought
I've
been
overdosed by
my physician.
1 am presently taking 31
-- yes. 31 -pills a day.
Recently
I
was
preDr. Gott scribed Lynca. I lost use
of my. limbs,
By
Dr Peter Gott falling several times. I
wonder why. my. dcx:tor never takes
me off any of the other medications before adding a new one.
That much medication mixed
together can't be good for a person. Please tell me what a person should do. We not only canS
afford it; we cannot get around.
DEAR READER: Unfonunately. y.ou do not provide a medical history outlining what conditions you might have that require
medication, but obviously there
are a few. Some medications are
most effective if taken three or
tour times a day. -- such as at
breakfast. lunch, dinner and at
bedtime. That might account for
some of your drugs. Another
thought that comes to mind is
that you may be seeing more than
one physician. Could this be the
case, with both sources prescribing without the knowledge of the
other? Believe it or not, this scenario is quite common.
I am inclined to think that you
are not 'overdosing," hut you may

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** You decide that you can
do whatever you want to do. Just
don't allow anyone to stop you.
You could end the workweek
with a rather spectacular event
or finale.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** All eyes turn to you. You
have no choice. If you want to
get out of the office, you will
have to do nearly everything
yourself. Investigate new possibilities or ways of delegating in
the future

GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
you can make home your base
***** Keep reaching out for of operanons, at least for the
new information. You'll get past a stay, go for a. Your imagination
problem be:cause of your ability could play a roie,
to see beyond the immediate sit- SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
uation. Listen to what is being **** You might be excited by
char ed.
everything that heads down your
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
path. You could be wondering
***** You are atm° to dear which way is best and in which
through much more working as a direction would you most like to
team. Single-handed, you simpiy head.
don't have enough ocmph. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jen. 19)
Someone has a dream, but you **** Keep your financial
can make it a reality if you give it ideas to yourself, until you know
your practical touch!
that you ere 1D0 percent rightLEO (July 23-Aug, 22)
on. You could have difficutty con**** Others dominate, and vincing someone else that you
you really have no choice bot to are on target. Do necessary
defer to them. Listen to sugges- research, and get on top of your
tions and, if you can, put them game.
on ttie back bumer until you are AQUARIUS (Jen. 20-Feb. 18)
ready tc deal with key issues. ***** Your sixth sense couid
VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22)
be right-on. Until some people
**** Focus on getting the job actually see how intuitively accudone. Evaluate what is happen- rate you can be, they might not
ing behind the scenes at work. trust that instead of yours. Don't
You might need to clear out a feel pushed by someone.
problem if someone is causing a PISCES (Feb, 19-Merch 20)
snafu..
**** Investigate what is hapLIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
pening behirrd the scenes. You
****•• Your creativity peaks might want to take your time
as you seern to remove obsta- deciding which way to go. The
cles that are preventing you from less said the better off you will
enjoying yourseif. Use your be. Understand your iimits and
lmagination to open docns that honor them.
seem closed You could surpnse
even yourself with your accom- BORN TODAY
plishments.
Actress. singer Liza Minnetli
(1946), poet. author Jack
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Stay cente.red and Kerouac (1922), actor Aaron
understand what you can do. it Eckhart. (19613)
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38 Good, to Pedro
39 Contented mur!PUTS
40 Kind of reaction
41 Unroldle
43 Dog-team runners
47 Fitness center
48 Troop truant
50 Garlieid's
housemate
51 --- Jarrett of
NASCAR
52 River duck
53 Cheer o.n

1 Factory
5 Slime
9 — out (relax)
12 Advantage
13 Dated hairdo
14 Keogh retative
15 Baton wiekter
17 Flashy dressers
19 Bagel partner
20 -- qua non
21 Free
24 Follows closely
27 Cad
28 'Star Trek' captain
29 Region of India
30 Flicioty ingredient
31 Sarnpras and
Rozelle
32 A Little Woman
33 Geologic time
per od
34 Organ part
35 Iowa college
town
36 Climb down
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tor
20 Tom -off piece
21 Implored
22 Bete —
23 Light lunch (2
wds.)
24 Headquartered
25 Common door
sign
26 GCnanead
(hyph
28 Laments loudly
31 Warm up the
oven
35 Poet or novelist
37 Cleveland
hoopster
38 Travel choice
40 Beach scavenger
41 Worker's no.
42 Unfoid. to a
poet
43 Extind bird
44 Tokyo, to
shoguns
45 Big carnival
city
46 Harden, as
glue
49 The two of us

